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A large number of digital archives on Japanese cultural heritages such as historical
rare books has been published online. Bibliographic descriptions in those archives
contain important information about parts and provenances of books, relations to
other books or persons and so on. Most of those bibliographic descriptions are
written in concise natural texts which are aimed to be read by human users. In
other words, those archives do not have data structure suitable for analyses by
computer programs.
A word \Machine-readable data" means data which can be cross-searched with
external data by computer programs. To convert conventional bibliographic data
into machine-readable ones such as Linked Data, we need to dene suitable data
structure which describes parts and provenances of a book, and collect relating
vocabularies. Particularly in cultural heritage archives, converting bibliographic
data into Linked Data requires handworks by specialists of the book's domain. Costs
of those handworks prevent us to construct cultural heritage archives in Linked Data
formats.
In this thesis, I propose a semi-automatic method to convert unstructured data
into structured ones in a case of bibliographic data of Japanese historical rare books
as an example of cultural heritages. By applying the method to two bibliographic
data of historical rare books in dierent sizes, the method shows high performance
and high versatility which can be applicable to various bibliographic data. Employ-
ing this method, specialists of the domain can focus their attention on quality of
Linked Data, rather than constructing them. Moreover, by connecting attributes
and values of bibliographic data to external information through technologies in
Linked Data, archives will enhance their values and availability.
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5323.7万件，米国のDigital Public Library of America（DPLA）[18]が 1782.0万件，
























































































第 1 章. 序論
え方に沿って，2006年にWeb上で物事の概念を取り扱う方法として，一意の識別

















の分野では，国際図書館連盟（The International Federation of Library Associations






統合するVirtual International Authority File（VIAF）[46]に接続されている．
一方，書籍以外の文化財では，Europeanaが文化財の成立過程，すなわち，知識構造
の表現にEuropeana Data Model（EDM）[47]を採用している．これは，Lightweight
Information Describing Objects（LIDO）[48]，Encoded Archival Description（EAD）
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RDF（Resource Description Framework），Semantic Webを相互に接続する Linked
Data，そしてテキストから構造を読みだす自然言語処理がテーマである．
2.1 Semantic Webの考え方










































第 2 章. Linked Data化への基本技術



















































タをリクエストする場合，サーバはHTTPステータスコード \303 See Other"とリ
ソースについて記述されているファイルのURIをクライアント側に返信する．続い
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5例 え ば ，架 空 の リ ソ ー ス で あ る http://example.com/SagaUniversity#































































2.3 Resource Description Frameworkの仕組み
2.3.1 概要
Web空間で Semantic Web志向のデータネットワークを形成するためには，Re-
source Description Framework（RDF）モデル [66]を用いることが推奨されている．
16







































第 2 章. Linked Data化への基本技術
ソースコード 2.1: RDFトリプルのソースコード例．<http://id.ndl.go.jp/auth/
ndlna/00271618>のTurtle[68]ファイルから抜粋．
1 @prefix rdfs: <http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#>.
2 @prefix xl: <http://www.w3.org/2008/05/skos-xl#>.
3 @prefix ndl: <http://ndl.go.jp/dcndl/terms/>.
4
5 <http://id.ndl.go.jp/auth/ndlna/00271618>
6 rdfs:label "山東, 京伝, 1761-1816";


















































































rdf:type R rdf:type Cという構文があるとき，リソースRはクラスC型で
あると宣言する．つまり，主語が目的語で示されるクラスのインスタン
スであることを示す．




























































できるように，外部組織の URIをリンクしたデータを Linked Data[4][65]と呼ぶ．
Semantic Webは，異なるデータセット同士につながりを持たせたLinked Dataによ
るWebである．
























































































DCMI Metadata Terms（通称：Dublin Core）可能な限り幅広い領域のリソー
スを記述および再利用を可能にする語彙 [70]．DCMI（Dublin Core Metadata
Initiative）が語彙の管理を行う．DCMIで次に挙げる語彙セット以外の全て
の属性，クラス，エンコーディング規則15，DCMES（Dublin Core Metadata
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Semantic Webおよび Linked Data構築のために策定されたオントロジーである


































































































































































 表現形（expression）：著作の知的・芸術的実現（the intellectual or artistic


















第 2 章. Linked Data化への基本技術
際に同定した事例 [107]がある．また，日本目録規則（NCR）2018年版（仮称）
[108]において，FRBRERを基盤とすることが予定されている．
CIDOC CRM 文化財の分野では，CIDOC（The International Committee for Docu-
mentation）Conceptual Reference Model（CIDOC CRM[109]）と呼ばれる形式オ
ントロジーが国際博物館会議（International Council of Museums，ICOM[110]）
によって策定されている．CIDOC CRMは，文化財中に隠れた各実体が関わ
る出来事を明らかにするオントロジーである [111]．CIDOC CRMの拡張とし











FRBROO CIDOC CRMの策定後，書籍の分野では，2008年に FRBRERと文化財





















その後，Europeana Metadata Model（EDM[47]），Bibliographic Framework as a


















28\Reminder on EDM requirements and design principles"[47]より．
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29[47]の 5.3節 \Event-centric approach"より
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30[122]の \Annotating the BIBFRAME model"より．
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1 select * where {?s ?p ?o} limit 10
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ソースコード 2.2の 7行目は，「?s ?p ?oの形に並んだグラフを 10行選べ」という

























33Web NDL Authorities SPARQL Endpoint：http://id.ndl.go.jp/auth/ndla/?query=
34[136]から引用．
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固有表現クラス名と特定した固有表現の一部を表 3.4（文献 [1]の表 3に専門用語
および分類の項を追加）に示す．





















































































































































                       条件2「の」が単語の両端にある時は人名にせず探索続行．
　　　　　　　  条件3：記号ではない．
　　　　　　　  条件4：他の固有表現ではない．






















図 3.4: スクリプトB2（人名推定）の仕組みおよび具体例 [1]．
60

































5図 3.6中の基底 URIは http://www.dl.saga-u.ac.jp/OgiNabesima/ichiba/tenseki/であ
る．
61
















































































       /OgiNabesima/ichiba/tenseki#
図 3.6: Linked Data化された書誌データ（表 3.1）の一部 [146]．「000」「000-13-0-4-4」
などを基底 URI末尾に付けることで URIとなる．また，ダブルクォート内の文字
列はURIに対応する識別用ラベル名をそれぞれ表す．
する（ソースコード 3.3）．書誌項目に関するデータは，3.5節の Linked Data生成
（付録B.24）時に利用する．
63

































































4 一筆庵,http://id.ndl.go.jp/auth/ndlna/00269943,池田, 英泉, 1790-1848,古今秀
句落し噺,ndla,Person
5 ...
6 安永 3年 1月,http://datetime.hutime.org/calendar/1001.1/month/安永 3年 1月,
安永 3年 1月,,hutime,Date
7 安永 3年 8月,http://datetime.hutime.org/calendar/1001.1/month/安永 3年 8月,
安永 3年 8月,,hutime,Date




























































































































































































































11TFBはTerminology for bookbinding（製本用語）の略．序のURIは http://www.dl.saga-u.
ac.jp/OgiNabesima/ichiba/tenseki#TFB15に示す．
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  <rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="http://www.dl.saga-u.ac.jp/OgiNabesima/ichiba/tenseki#TFB"/>
  <rdfs:label xml:lang="ja">序</rdfs:label>
  <rdfs:label xml:lang="en">preface</rdfs:label>
  <owl:sameAs rdf:resource="http://vocab.getty.edu/aat/300055032"/>
  <owl:sameAs rdf:resource="http://www.wikidata.org/entity/Q670787"/>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class rdf:about="http://www.dl.saga-u.ac.jp/OgiNabesima/ichiba/tenseki#TFB20">
  <rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="http://www.dl.saga-u.ac.jp/OgiNabesima/ichiba/tenseki#TFB"/>
  <owl:equivalentClass rdf:resource="http://www.dl.saga-u.ac.jp/OgiNabesima/ichiba/tenseki#TFB15"/>




    <owl:Class>
      <owl:intersectionOf rdf:parseType="Collection">
        <owl:Class rdf:about="http://www.dl.saga-u.ac.jp/OgiNabesima/ichiba/tenseki#TFB15"/>
        <owl:Class rdf:about="http://www.dl.saga-u.ac.jp/OgiNabesima/ichiba/tenseki#TitleOfWork"/>
      </owl:intersectionOf>
    </owl:Class>
  </owl:equivalentClass>
  <rdfs:label xml:lang="ja">序題</rdfs:label>

































































第 3 章. 非構造化書誌データから Linked Dataへの自動変換手法
図 3.15: 古典籍書誌オントロジー上に Linked Data化した Ichibaをインポートした
際のスクリーンショット．
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第 3 章. 非構造化書誌データから Linked Dataへの自動変換手法
Linked Dataをインポート前のIchiba書誌オントロジー
Linked Dataをインポート後のIchiba書誌オントロジー











コレクション名 サンプルレコード数 全レコード数（2017年 11月）
Ichiba 222 222
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6. 抽出単語の外部リンクへの接続の容易さ












表 4.2: IchibaおよびKokubunに対する Linked Data化にかかる時間．
作業 Ichiba Kokubun
形態素解析，固有表現抽出，データクリーニング（スクリプトA-E） 約 3分 約 8分
外部リンク探索（スクリプト F）および手動での外部リンク選択 約 2日 約 2日
Linked Data自動生成（スクリプトH） 約 2秒 約 5秒
4.2 注記項目から固有表現抽出を行う意義
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第 4 章. 提案手法の有効性
表 4.4: Ichiba および Kokubun における全レコード数および注記有りレコード数．
カッコ内は全レコード中の出現割合 [146]
書誌データ 全レコード数 注記有りレコード数
Ichiba 222 210 (94.59%)




時 53.94% (130 / 241) 33.08% (171 / 517)
場所 98.37% (121 / 123) 4.39% (36 / 820)
人名 67.35% (427 / 634) 38.53% (1040 / 2699)
題 72.93% (598 / 820) 12.18% (902 / 7405)
部品 91.29% (346 / 379) 27.52% (1213 / 4407)
ロール 38.99% (124 / 318) 29.20% (535 / 1832)
専門用語 100.00% (134 / 134) 97.85% (683 / 698)
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表 4.6: IchibaおよびKokubunに対するMeCabの単語切り出し精度 [146]．
書誌名 コーパス単語数 F値 F値
ユーザ辞書無 ユーザ辞書有
Ichiba 5406 0.594 0.863
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表 4.7: Ichiba のスクリプト（表 3.2）および固有表現クラス別固有表現抽出精度 1
（F値）[146]．
スクリプト名（表 3.2参照）
固有表現クラス N2 A A+B1 A+B1+B2 A+B1+B2+D
時 3 0.000 0.018 0.282 0.282 0.895
場所 0.579 0.685 0.768 0.768 0.768
人名 0.213 0.365 0.429 0.518 0.716
題 0.000 0.812 0.952 0.952 0.952
部品 0.869 0.911 0.911 0.911 0.911
ロール 0.698 0.800 0.838 0.838 0.838
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表 4.8: Kokubunの固有表現クラス別固有表現抽出精度 1（F値）[146]．
スクリプト名（表 3.2参照）
固有表現クラス N2 A A+B1 A+B1+D
時 3 0.000 0.236 0.620 0.883
場所 0.050 0.533 0.571 0.973
人名 0.060 0.760 0.748 0.775
部品 0.609 0.990 0.990 0.990
ロール 0.618 0.981 0.981 0.981
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表 4.9: 書誌データ毎の固有表現クラス別固有表現出現数 1に対する接続リンク数の
割合．カッコ内は接続リンク数および固有表現出現数 [146]．
固有表現クラス Ichiba Kokubun
時 91.70% (221 / 241) 95.94% (496 / 517)
場所 81.30% (100 / 123) 84.15% (690 / 820)
人名 44.64% (283 / 634) 11.67% (315 / 2699)
題 2 - (- / 820) - (- / 7405)
部品 76.78% (291 / 379) 31.00% (1366 / 4407)
ロール 94.97% (302 / 318) 85.59% (1568 / 1832)
専門用語 96.27% (129 / 134) 33.95% (237 / 698)
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付録 A . RDFストアの利用
3 RewriteRule ^tenseki/([0-9]+)(.*) http://www.dl.saga-u.ac.jp/
OgiNabesima/ichiba/tenseki/data/index.php?q=$1$2 [R=303,L]
ソースコード A.2: 佐賀大学電子図書館貴重書コレクションウェブサイト [148]か
らMetaBridgeの Ichiba用 SPARQLエンドポイントへのクエリ発行用 PHPスクリ
プト．
1 <?php
2 $url = $_SERVER['REQUEST_URI'];
3 #print $_SERVER['REQUEST_URI'];
4 $q = htmlspecialchars(strip_tags(trim($_GET['q'])));
5 $sparql_query = "
6 PREFIX skosxl: <http://www.w3.org/2008/05/skos-xl#>
7 PREFIX skos: <http://www.w3.org/2004/02/skos/core#>
8 PREFIX rdfs: <http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#>
9 PREFIX rdf: <http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#>
10 PREFIX owl: <http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#>
11 PREFIX dcterms: <http://purl.org/dc/terms/>
12 PREFIX dc: <http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/>
13 PREFIX ichiba_tenseki: <http://www.dl.saga-u.ac.jp/OgiNabesima/ichiba/
tenseki#>
14 PREFIX frbroo: <http://www.cidoc-crm.org/rdfs/FRBR2.0-draft-B.rdfs#>
15 PREFIX dcndl: <http://ndl.go.jp/dcndl/terms/>
16 PREFIX ndltype: <http://ndl.go.jp/ndltype/>
17 ";
18 $sparql_query .= "select * where {<http://www.dl.saga-u.ac.jp/
OgiNabesima/ichiba/tenseki/".$q."> ?p ?o}";
19 #print $sparql_query;


































表 B.1: IchibaおよびKokubun解析用データベース sitesに格納されたテーブル．
テーブル名 コメント 関連スクリプト
data-all Mecab解析済 Ichiba全単語データ スクリプトC，D
middledata Ichiba固有表現由来情報 スクリプトC，D
correctiondata middledataの修正データ（手作業）
headings Ichiba典拠データベース 1 スクリプト F




headingskokubun Kokubun典拠データベース 1 スクリプト F
kokubunviaf kokubunの典拠データベース 2 スクリプト F
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10 目首,,table of contents
11 目録,,catalog
12 目次題,=(目首:題)|⊂内題,title from table of contents
13 目録題,=(目録:題)|⊂内題,title from catalog
14 巻末,,End of text
15 尾,=巻末,
16 帙,,a wrap around case,A wrap-around case usually made of blue cloth
over boards or thick paper to contain paper-bound volumes (satsu


































6 // URL to a SPARQL endpoint.
7 $url='http://id.ndl.go.jp/auth/ndla';
8 $offsetnum = 0;
9 $allquerycount = 706808;
10 (int)$count = $allquerycount / 100;
11
12 for ($i = $count; $i > 0; $i--) {
13
14 if ($i % 100 == 0) {
114
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34 $sparql_cmd = "
35 SELECT DISTINCT ?uri1 ?fname ?yomi
36 ";
37
38 $sparql_cmd2 = "
39 WHERE {
40 ?uri1 foaf:primaryTopic ?uri2 .
41 ?uri2 rdf:type foaf:Person .
42 ?uri2 foaf:name ?fname .
43 optional {
44 ?uri1 xl:prefLabel [ xl:literalForm ?heading ].
45 ?uri1 xl:prefLabel [ dcndl:transcription ?yomi ].
46 }




51 $offsetnum = 100 * ($count - $i);
52 $sparql_offs = 'offset '.$offsetnum;
53
54 $sparql = $sparql_pre.$sparql_cmd.$sparql_cmd2.$sparql_offs;
55 $sparql = str_replace(array("\r\n", "\r", "\n"), '', $sparql);
56 $param = $url.'?query='.urlencode($sparql).'&output=xml';
57 $datafile = '/home/yoshiga/analysis/ndladata.xml';
58 #print $param;
59
60 if (!($fp = fopen($param, 'rb'))) {
61 trigger_error("リンクを読み込めません。");
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62 exit;
63 } else {
64 $data = stream_get_contents($fp);
65 fclose($fp);
66





72 if (!($fpw = fopen($datafile, 'a'))) {
73 trigger_error("データ書き込みファイルを開けません。");
74 exit;
75 } else {



















7 // ~^^ef^^bd^^a1-^^ef^^be^^9f <== preg系正規表現中の左記文字列は，
8 //texでは文字化けするので，ソースコードを直接参照してください．
9
10 $record = file("/home/yoshiga/analysis/ichibaoriginalwuri.csv",
FILE_IGNORE_NEW_LINES | FILE_SKIP_EMPTY_LINES);
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11 $role = file("/home/yoshiga/analysis/role.csv",
FILE_IGNORE_NEW_LINES | FILE_SKIP_EMPTY_LINES);
12
13 foreach ($role as $val) {




18 $i = 0;
19 while ($i < count($record)) {
20 $persons = array();
21 $titles = array();
22 $place = array();
23 $date = array();
24 $subjects = array();
25 $materials = array();
26
27 $xml = new XMLReader();
28 $xml->open("/home/yoshiga/analysis/ichiba_tenseki_rdf/
ichiba_tenseki_rec".str_pad($i, 3, "0", STR_PAD_LEFT).".rdf");
29
30 while ($xml->read()) {
31 switch ($xml->nodeType) {
32 case (XMLREADER::ELEMENT):
33 if ($xml->name == "numberOfRecords") {




38 if ($xml->name == "dcndl_simple:dc") {
39 $node = $xml->expand();
40 $dom = new DomDocument();
41 $dom->preserveWhiteSpace = false;
42 $n = $dom->importNode($node, true);
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51 $identifier = $sdom->xpath("dc:identifier");
52 $title = $sdom->xpath("dc:title");
53 $partTitle = $sdom->xpath("dcndl:partTitle");
54 $person = $sdom->xpath("dc:creator");
55 $publisher = $sdom->xpath("dc:publisher");
56 $publicationPlace = $sdom->xpath("dcndl:publicationPlace");
57 $issuedDate = $sdom->xpath("dcterms:issued");
58 $materialType = $sdom->xpath("dcndl:materialType");






65 foreach ($title[0] as $t) {
66 $t2 = preg_replace($pattern, '', $t);
67 if ($t2 != $t) {
68 $persons[] = $t2;
69 } else {





75 foreach ($partTitle as $pT) {
76 if (preg_match_all('/([^　\s\.．，\,]+)/u', $pT, $mpT)) {





80 $mpTperson[1][0] != ""
81 ) {




85 $mpT2 = preg_replace('/[\(（]([^\(\)（）]+)[）\)]/u',
'', $mpTval);
86 #print "test=".$mpT2."\n";
87 if ($mpT2 != "" && preg_match('/^[^ -~^^ef^^bd^^a1-^^
ef^^be^^9f０１２３４５６７８９](.+)/u', $mpT2)) {
88 if (preg_match('/[\(（]([^\(（]+)/u', $mpT2, $m1) ||
preg_match('/([^\(（]+)[）\)]$/u', $mpT2, $m2)) {
89 if (isset($m1[1])) {
90 $persons[] = preg_replace($pattern, '', $m1[1]);
91 }
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92 if (isset($m2[1])) {
93 $persons[] = preg_replace($pattern, '', $m2[1]);
94 }
95 } else {
96 $mpT22 = preg_replace($pattern, '', $mpT2);
97 if ($mpT22 != $mpT2) {
98 $persons[] = $mpT22;
99 } else {









109 if (isset($person[0])) {
110 foreach ($person[0] as $p) {
111 $p2 = preg_replace('/[　／](.+)$/u', '', $p);





117 if (isset($publisher[0][0])) {
118 $pub = (string)$publisher[0][0];
119 $j = 0;
120 while ($j < count($publisher)) {






127 if (isset($publicationPlace[0][0])) {
128 $pplace = (string)$publicationPlace[0][0];
129 $j = 0;
130 while ($j < count($publicationPlace)) {






137 if (isset($issuedDate[0][0])) {
138 $idate = (string)$issuedDate[0][0];
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139 $j = 0;
140 while ($j < count($issuedDate)) {






147 if (isset($subject[0][0])) {
148 $subj = (string)$subject[0][0];
149 $j = 0;
150 while ($j < count($subject)) {






157 if (isset($materialType[0][0])) {
158 $mtty = (string)$materialType[0][0];
159 $j = 0;
160 while ($j < count($materialType)) {











172 #$ref = "ICHIBA_EXPERT,ichiba_tenseki_rec".str_pad($i, 3, "0",
STR_PAD_LEFT).".rdf";




177 $titles2 = array_unique($titles, SORT_STRING);
178
179 sort($persons);
180 $persons2 = array_unique($persons, SORT_STRING);
181
182 foreach ($persons2 as $pval) {
183 $pval2 = preg_replace('/[‖‐\,〔〕［］]/u', '', $pval);
120
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185 if (strpos($pval2, "/") !== false) {
186 $pval3 = explode("/", $pval2);
187 $k = 0;
188 while ($k < count($pval3)) {





192 } else {
193 if ($pval2 != "") {







200 if (isset($place)) {
201 sort($place);
202 $place2 = array_unique($place, SORT_STRING);
203
204 foreach ($place2 as $plval) {
205 if ($plval != "" && preg_match('/^[^ -~^^ef^^bd^^a1-^^ef^^be^^9
f０１２３４５６７８９](.+)/u', $plval)) {
206 $plval2 = preg_replace('/[‖‐〔〕［］　]/u', '', $plval);
207 if (strpos($plval2, "/") !== false) {
208 $plval3 = explode("/", $plval2);
209 $k = 0;
210 while ($k < count($plval3)) {





214 } else {
215 if ($plval2 != "") {
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221 }
222
223 foreach ($titles2 as $tval) {
224 #if ($tval != "" && preg_match('/^[^ -~^^ef^^bd^^a1-^^ef^^be^^9
f０１２３４５６７８９](.+)/u', $tval)) {
225 $tval2 = preg_replace('/[‖‐「」『』〈〉〔〕]/u', '', $tval);
226 if ($tval2 != "" && preg_match('/^[^ -~^^ef^^bd^^a1-^^ef^^be^^9
f０１２３４５６７８９](.+)/u', $tval2) && preg_match('/^([^第
他]|(^ほか))([^0-9０１２３４５６７８９一二三四五六七八九十]+)/u',
$tval2)) {





231 if (isset($date)) {
232 sort($date);
233 $date2 = array_unique($date, SORT_STRING);
234
235 foreach ($date2 as $dval) {
236 if ($dval != "" && preg_match('/^[0-9]+/u', $dval)) {






242 if (isset($subjects)) {
243 sort($subjects);
244 $subjects2 = array_unique($subjects, SORT_STRING);
245
246 foreach ($subjects2 as $sval) {
247 $sval2 = preg_replace('/[‖／\,]/u', "/", $sval);
248 if (strpos($sval2, "/") !== false) {
249 $sval3 = explode("/", $sval2);
250 $k = 0;
251 while ($k < count($sval3)) {




255 } else {
256 if ($sval != "") {









263 if (isset($materials)) {
264 sort($materials);
265 $materials2 = array_unique($materials, SORT_STRING);
266
267 foreach ($materials2 as $mval) {
268 if ($mval != "") {
















284 $personsAll2 = array_unique($personsAll, SORT_STRING);
285





291 $placeAll2 = array_unique($placeAll, SORT_STRING);
292






299 $titlesAll2 = array_unique($titlesAll, SORT_STRING);
300
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306 $dateAll2 = array_unique($dateAll, SORT_STRING);
307





313 $subjectAll2 = array_unique($subjectAll, SORT_STRING);
314





320 $materialAll2 = array_unique($materialAll, SORT_STRING);
321































19 /usr/local/libexec/mecab/mecab-dict-index -m /home/yoshiga/mecab-
work/unidic-relearn/model/model.def -d /home/yoshiga/mecab-work/
unidic-relearn/ -u /home/yoshiga/mecab-work/userdicdir/jinmeiCost
.csv -f utf-8 -t utf-8 -a /home/yoshiga/mecab-work/userdicdir/
jinmei.csv;
20
21 /usr/local/libexec/mecab/mecab-dict-index -m /home/yoshiga/mecab-
work/unidic-relearn/model/model.def -d /home/yoshiga/mecab-work/
unidic-relearn/ -u /home/yoshiga/mecab-work/userdicdir/termsCost.
csv -f utf-8 -t utf-8 -a /home/yoshiga/mecab-work/userdicdir/
termsall.csv;
22
23 /usr/local/libexec/mecab/mecab-dict-index -m /home/yoshiga/mecab-
work/unidic-relearn/model/model.def -d /home/yoshiga/mecab-work/
unidic-relearn/ -u /home/yoshiga/mecab-work/userdicdir/
datetermCost.csv -f utf-8 -t utf-8 -a /home/yoshiga/mecab-work/
userdicdir/dateterms.csv;
24
25 /usr/local/libexec/mecab/mecab-dict-index -m /home/yoshiga/mecab-
work/unidic-relearn/model/model.def -d /home/yoshiga/mecab-work/
unidic-relearn/ -u /home/yoshiga/mecab-work/userdicdir/
ichibajinmeirecordCost.csv -f utf-8 -t utf-8 -a /home/yoshiga/
mecab-work/userdicdir/ichibajinmeirecord.csv;
26
27 /usr/local/libexec/mecab/mecab-dict-index -m /home/yoshiga/mecab-
work/unidic-relearn/model/model.def -d /home/yoshiga/mecab-work/
unidic-relearn/ -u /home/yoshiga/mecab-work/userdicdir/verbsCost.
csv -f utf-8 -t utf-8 -a /home/yoshiga/analysis/words/verbs.csv;
28
29 /usr/local/libexec/mecab/mecab-dict-index -m /home/yoshiga/mecab-
work/unidic-relearn/model/model.def -d /home/yoshiga/mecab-work/
unidic-relearn/ -u /home/yoshiga/mecab-work/userdicdir/expertCost
.csv -f utf-8 -t utf-8 -a /home/yoshiga/mecab-work/userdicdir/
expertXml.o;
30
31 /usr/local/libexec/mecab/mecab-dict-index -m /home/yoshiga/mecab-
work/unidic-relearn/model/model.def -d /home/yoshiga/mecab-work/
unidic-relearn/ -u /home/yoshiga/mecab-work/userdicdir/
ichibaTitlesCost.csv -f utf-8 -t utf-8 -a /home/yoshiga/mecab-
work/userdicdir/ichibaTitlesall.csv;
32
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39 /usr/local/libexec/mecab/mecab-dict-index -d /home/yoshiga/mecab-
work/unidic-relearn/ -u /home/yoshiga/mecab-work/userdicdir/
jinmei.dic -f utf8 -t utf8 /home/yoshiga/mecab-work/
userdicdirModel/jinmeiCost.csv;
40
41 /usr/local/libexec/mecab/mecab-dict-index -d /home/yoshiga/mecab-
work/unidic-relearn/ -u /home/yoshiga/mecab-work/userdicdir/
ichibaTerms.dic -f utf8 -t utf8 /home/yoshiga/mecab-work/
userdicdir/termsCost.csv;
42
43 /usr/local/libexec/mecab/mecab-dict-index -d /home/yoshiga/mecab-
work/unidic-relearn/ -u /home/yoshiga/mecab-work/userdicdir/
ichibaDateTerms.dic -f utf8 -t utf8 /home/yoshiga/mecab-work/
userdicdir/datetermCost.csv;
44
45 /usr/local/libexec/mecab/mecab-dict-index -d /home/yoshiga/mecab-
work/unidic-relearn/ -u /home/yoshiga/mecab-work/userdicdir/
ichibaJinmeiRecord.dic -f utf8 -t utf8 /home/yoshiga/mecab-work/
userdicdir/ichibajinmeirecordCost.csv;
46
47 /usr/local/libexec/mecab/mecab-dict-index -d /home/yoshiga/mecab-
work/unidic-relearn/ -u /home/yoshiga/mecab-work/userdicdir/
ichibaVerbs.dic -f utf8 -t utf8 /home/yoshiga/mecab-work/
userdicdir/verbsCost.csv;
48
49 /usr/local/libexec/mecab/mecab-dict-index -d /home/yoshiga/mecab-
work/unidic-relearn/ -u /home/yoshiga/mecab-work/userdicdir/
ichibaVerbs.dic -f utf8 -t utf8 /home/yoshiga/mecab-work/
userdicdir/seed/verbsCost0514.csv;
50
51 /usr/local/libexec/mecab/mecab-dict-index -d /home/yoshiga/mecab-
work/unidic-relearn/ -u /home/yoshiga/mecab-work/userdicdir/
ichibaExpert.dic -f utf8 -t utf8 /home/yoshiga/mecab-work/
userdicdir/expertCost.csv;
52
53 /usr/local/libexec/mecab/mecab-dict-index -d /home/yoshiga/mecab-
work/unidic-relearn/ -u /home/yoshiga/mecab-work/userdicdir/
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55 /usr/local/libexec/mecab/mecab-dict-index -d /home/yoshiga/mecab-
work/unidic-relearn/ -u /home/yoshiga/mecab-work/userdicdir/
places.dic -f utf8 -t utf8 /home/yoshiga/mecab-work/userdicdir/
placetermsCost.csv;
56
57 /usr/local/libexec/mecab/mecab-dict-index -d /home/yoshiga/mecab-
work/unidic-relearn/ -u /home/yoshiga/usercorpus/kokubun.dic -f











2 $xml = new XMLReader();
3 $xml->open("ndladata.xml");
4
5 $fname = '';
6 $yomi = '';
7 $uri = '';
8
9 while ($xml->read()) {
10 switch ($xml->nodeType) {
11 case (XMLREADER::ELEMENT):
12 if ($xml->name == "result") {
13 $node = $xml->expand();
14 $dom = new DomDocument();
15 $dom->preserveWhiteSpace = false;
16 $n = $dom->importNode($node, true);
17 $sdom = simplexml_import_dom($n);
18
19 $fname_arr = $sdom->xpath("binding[@name='fname']");
20 $fname = str_replace(",", "", $fname_arr[0]->literal);
21 $fname = str_replace(" ", "", $fname);
22 $yomi_arr = $sdom->xpath("binding[@name='yomi']");
23 $yomi = str_replace(",", "", $yomi_arr[0]->literal);
24 $uri_arr = $sdom->xpath("binding/uri");
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25 $uri = $uri_arr[0];
26 #print $fname.",".$yomi.",".$uri."\n";
27














2 ; Configuration file of MeCab
3 ;
4 ; $Id: mecabrc.in,v 1.3 2006/05/29 15:36:08 taku-ku Exp $;
5 ;
6 dicdir = /usr/local/lib/mecab/dic/unidic
7
8 ;maindic for analysis
9 ;dicdir = /home/yoshiga/mecab-work/userdicdir/final
10 ;dicdir = /home/yoshiga/mecab-work/unidic-relearn
11
12 ;all loaded modules for Ichiba








15 ;Kokubun loaded modules










18 ; output-format-type = wakati
19 ; input-buffer-size = 8192
20
21 ; node-format = %m\n
22 ; bos-format = %S\n
23 ; eos-format = EOS\n




3 $data1 = file("/home/yoshiga/analysis/words/dateterms.csv",
FILE_IGNORE_NEW_LINES | FILE_SKIP_EMPTY_LINES);
4 $data2 = file("/home/yoshiga/analysis/words/gengo.txt",
FILE_IGNORE_NEW_LINES | FILE_SKIP_EMPTY_LINES);
5 $data = array_merge($data1, $data2);
6
7 foreach ($data as $val) {
8 $valcomma = explode(",", $val);
9 print $valcomma[0];









14 $datafile = '/home/yoshiga/mecab-work/userdicdir/dateterms.csv';
15 $dataval = '';
16 if (is_writable($datafile)) {
17 if (!($fpw = fopen($datafile, 'wb'))) {
18 trigger_error("データ書き込みファイルを開けません。");
19 } else {
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4
5 $field = file("fieldDataIchiba.txt", FILE_IGNORE_NEW_LINES |
FILE_SKIP_EMPTY_LINES);
6 $record = file('/home/yoshiga/analysis/ichibaoriginal.csv',
FILE_IGNORE_NEW_LINES | FILE_SKIP_EMPTY_LINES);
7
8 $sentence = array();





14 $fldflag = array();
15 $i = 0;
16
17 foreach($field as $fldKey => $fldstr) {
18 if (mb_strpos($fldstr, "mainField") !== false) {
19 #print $fldKey."\n";
20 if (mb_strpos($fldstr, "mecab") !== false) {
21 $fldflag[] = $fldKey - $i;
22 }






29 for($rn=0; $rn<count($record); $rn++) {
30 $value = explode(',', $record[$rn]);
31 #print_r($value);
32
33 foreach($value as $key => $val) {
34 $sentence_pre = preg_replace('/。|　/', '@@', $val);
35 $sentence_pre = mb_ereg_replace('[@]{2}$|\n', '', $sentence_pre
);




40 for ($snum = 0; $snum < count($sentence[$rn]); $snum++) {
41 for ($osnum = 0; $osnum < count($sentence[$rn][$snum]); $osnum++)
{
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45 //Copyright (c) 2006-2015 Ryusuke SEKIYAMA. All rights
reserved.
46 $mecab = new MeCab_Tagger();
47 $mtext = $mecab->parse(trim($sentence[$rn][$snum][$osnum]));
//解析実行
48 $mtext = str_replace("EOS", '', $mtext);
49 } else {
50 $mtext = trim($sentence[$rn][$snum][$osnum]);
51 }











62 $type = "ALL";
63
64 for ($i = 0; $i < count($mtextarray); $i++) {
65 $rn = $i;
66 for ($e = 0; $e < count($mtextarray[$i]); $e++) {
67 $snum = $e;
68 for ($f = 0; $f < @count($mtextarray[$i][$e]); $f++) {
69 $osnum = $f;
70 for ($j = 0; $j < count($mtextarray[$i][$e][$f]); $j++) {
71 $tangoarray = explode("\t", $mtextarray[$i][$e][$f][$j]);
72 $element = '';
73 $element = @str_replace(",", "::", $tangoarray[1]);








81 $data = $data_all;
82 $datafile = '/home/yoshiga/analysis/data-all.csv';
83 $dataval = '';
84 if (is_writable($datafile)) {
85 if (!($fpw = fopen($datafile, 'wb'))) {
86 trigger_error("データ書き込みファイルを開けません。");
87 } else {
132
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98 if (!($iddel = sql("DELETE from \"data-all\";"))) {
99 trigger_error("中間データを消去できませんでした。");
100 } else {
101 $copyingdata = file($datafile, FILE_IGNORE_NEW_LINES |
FILE_SKIP_EMPTY_LINES);








110 $mdatafile = 'mtextdata.txt';
111
112 if (is_writable($mdatafile)) {
113 if (!($fpm = fopen($mdatafile, 'wb'))) {
114 trigger_error("データ書き込みファイルを開けません。");
115 } else {
116 foreach ($mdatavals as $mdataval) {










127 $toki_tango = array();
128 $etc_tango = array();
129 $propernoun_tango = array();
130 $propernoun_tango2 = array();
131 $tob_tango = array();
132 $role_tango = array();
133 $terms_tango = array();
133
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134 $all_tango1 = array();
135 $all_tango2 = array();
136 $place_tango = array();
137 $jinmei_tango = array();
138 $jinmei_tango2 = array();


















157 $all_tango1 = array_merge($toki_tango, $etc_tango,
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179
180 //中間データをファイルに格納（固有表現由来情報）middledata.csv
181 $data = array_merge($all_tango, $jinmei_tango2);
182 sort($data, SORT_NATURAL);
183 $data = array_unique($data, SORT_STRING);
184 #print_r($data); exit;
185
186 $datafile = '/home/yoshiga/analysis/middledata.csv';
187 $dataval = '';
188 if (is_writable($datafile)) {
189 if (!($fpw = fopen($datafile, 'wb'))) {
190 trigger_error("データ書き込みファイルを開けません。");
191 } else {










202 if (!($iddel = sql("DELETE from middledata;"))) {
203 trigger_error("中間データを消去できませんでした。");
204 } else {
205 $copyingdata = file($datafile, FILE_IGNORE_NEW_LINES |
FILE_SKIP_EMPTY_LINES);











1 <?php //mecabを使った文章の分割: 日時の検出
2 //function kan2num(): 漢数字からアラビア数字に変換する関数（時を表す数詞の
み変換する）
135
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3
4 $josushi = 0;
5 $sushi_josushi = 0;
6 $josushi_sushi = 0;
7 $gengostr = '';
8 $josushistr = '';
9 $flag = 0; //ダブり検出用フラグ
10
11 //ICHIBA_DATETERMS
12 $dterms = file("/home/yoshiga/analysis/words/dateterms.csv",
FILE_IGNORE_NEW_LINES | FILE_SKIP_EMPTY_LINES);
13 foreach ($dterms as $dval) {
14 $dlist = explode(",", $dval);
15 $dateterms[] = $dlist[0];
16 }
17






23 $rn = $snum = $osnum = 0;
24 for ($i = 0; $i < count($mtextarray); $i++) {
25 $rn = $i;
26 for ($e = 0; $e < count($fldflag); $e++) {
27 $snum = $fldflag[$e];
28 for ($f = 0; $f < @count($mtextarray[$i][$snum]); $f++) {
29 $osnum = $f;
30 for ($j = 0; $j < count($mtextarray[$i][$snum][$f]); $j++) {
31 //各文中に出現する助数詞的単語は本当に助数詞か判定する
32 $uri = "http://www.dl.saga-u.ac.jp/OgiNabesima/ichiba/tenseki
/".str_pad($rn, 3, 0, STR_PAD_LEFT)."-".$snum."-".$osnum
."-";
33 $jp = $j - 1;
34 $jp2 = $jp - 1;
35 $jn = $j + 1;
36 $temparray = array();
37 $sushi = array();
38
39 $tangoarray = @explode("\t", $mtextarray[$i][$snum][$f][$j]);
40 $tangoarrayp = @explode("\t", $mtextarray[$i][$snum][$f][$jp
]);
41 $tangoarrayn = @explode("\t", $mtextarray[$i][$snum][$f][$jn
]);
42 $tangoarrayp2 = @explode("\t", $mtextarray[$i][$snum][$f][
$jp2]);
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43
44 //元号チェック
45 if ((@mb_strpos($tangoarray[1], "名詞,") !== false) &&
array_search($tangoarray[0], $gengo) > 0){
46 $flag = 1;
47 $gengostr = $tangoarray[0];
48 $josushistr = "";
49
50 $josushi_sushi++;
51 $tempnum = $jn;
52
53 $pos = 0; //数詞の位置
54
55 if (mb_strpos($tangoarrayn[0], "元年") !== false) {
56 $toki_tango[] = "Date,".$rn.",".$snum.",".$osnum.",".$j
.",".$jn.",".$gengostr."元年".",".$uri.$j."-".$jn;
57 } elseif (mb_strpos($tangoarrayn[0], "元") !== false) {
58 $toki_tango[] = "Date,".$rn.",".$snum.",".$osnum.",".$j
.",".$jn.",".$gengostr."元年".",".$uri.$j."-".$jn;
59 } else {
60 while ($tempnum < count($mtextarray[$i][$snum][$f])) {
61 if (mb_strpos($mtextarray[$i][$snum][$f][$tempnum], ",数
詞") !== false) {
62 $temparray = explode("\t", $mtextarray[$i][$snum][$f][
$tempnum]);
63 $sushi[$pos] = $temparray[0];
64 $pos++;
65 $tempnum++;







73 $truedatenum = kan2num(implode($sushi),3); //出力
74 if (count($sushi) > 0 && $truedatenum > 0 && $truedatenum
< 100) {
75 $pos = $pos + 1 + $j;
76 $josushistr = "年";





80 # } elseif ((strpos($tangoarray[0], "同年") !== false || strpos(
$tangoarray[0], "同月") !== false) && strpos($tangoarray[1], "名
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詞,普通名詞") !== false) {
81 } elseif (((mb_strpos($tangoarray[0], "同年") !== false ||
mb_strpos($tangoarray[0], "同月") !== false) && mb_strpos(
$tangoarray[1], "名詞,普通名詞") !== false) || (mb_strpos(
$tangoarray[0], "同") !== false && array_search(
$tangoarrayn[0], $dterms) > 0)) {
82 $flag = 1;
83 //前の文を遡って年を調べる
84 $tokiall = count($toki_tango);
85 $tokilast = $tokiall - 1; //$toki_tangoの最後尾位置
86 $tokiprev = $tokilast; //
$toki_tangoの最後尾位置から前の値をみるための変数
87 while ($tokilast >= 0 && $tokiprev >= 0) {
88 if (mb_strpos($toki_tango[$tokiprev], "年") !== false ||
mb_strpos($toki_tango[$tokiprev], "月") !== false ||
mb_strpos($toki_tango[$tokiprev], "日") !== false) {
89 $vals = explode(',', $toki_tango[$tokiprev]);
90 $toki_tango[] = "Date,".$rn.",".$snum.",".$osnum.",".$j
.",0,".$vals[6].",".$uri.$j."-0"; //出力
91 break;
92 } else {
93 if ($tokiprev >= 0) { $tokiprev--; } else { break; }
94 }
95 }
96 #} elseif (strpos($tangoarray[0], "同") !== false &&
array_search($tangoarrayn[0], $dterms) > 0) {
97
98 } elseif (mb_strpos($tangoarrayp[0], "の") !== false &&
99
100 mb_strpos($tangoarrayp[1], "助詞") !== false &&
101 (mb_strpos($tangoarray[0], "年") !== false || mb_strpos(
$tangoarray[0], "月") !== false)) {
102 $toki_tango[] = "Date,".$rn.",".$snum.",".$osnum.",".$j.",
$j,".$tangoarray[0].",".$uri.$j."-".$j;
103 $toki_tango[] = "Date,".$rn.",".$snum.",".$osnum.",".$jp.",
$jp,".$tangoarrayp[0].",".$uri.$jp."-".$jp;
104 $toki_tango[] = "Date,".$rn.",".$snum.",".$osnum.",".$jp2
.",$jp2,".$tangoarrayp2[0].",".$uri.$jp2."-".$jp2;
105
106 } elseif (@mb_strpos($tangoarray[1], ",助数詞") !== false ||
mb_strpos($tangoarray[0], "肆") !== false || mb_strpos(
$tangoarray[0], "冊") !== false) {
107 $josushi++;
108 $josushistr = $tangoarray[0];
109
110 //ichibaでは「肆」を助数詞的に用いている。
111 if ($jp > -1 && mb_strpos($tangoarrayp[1], ",数詞") !==
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114 $tempnum = $jp;
115
116 $pos = 0; //数詞の位置
117
118 while ($tempnum >= 0) {
119 $temparray = explode("\t", $mtextarray[$i][$snum][$f][
$tempnum]);
120 if (mb_strpos($temparray[1], ",数詞") !== false) {
121 $sushi[$pos] = $temparray[0];
122 $pos++;
123 $tempnum--;
124 } else {






131 if (count($sushi) > 0) {
132 krsort($sushi);
133 $truedatenum = kan2num(implode($sushi),3);
134 if ($tempnum < 0) {
135 $tempnum = 0;
136 }
137
138 if ($josushistr == "年" && $truedatenum > 0 && $flag !=
1) {
139 $toki_tango[] = "Date,".$rn.",".$snum.",".$osnum.",".
$tempnum.",".$j.",".$truedatenum.$josushistr.",".
$uri.$tempnum."-".$j; //出力
140 } elseif ($josushistr == "月" && $truedatenum > 0 &&
$truedatenum < 13) {
141 $toki_tango[] = "Date,".$rn.",".$snum.",".$osnum.",".
$tempnum.",".$j.",".$truedatenum.$josushistr.",".
$uri.$tempnum."-".$j; //出力
142 } elseif ($josushistr == "日" && $truedatenum > 0 &&
$truedatenum < 32) {
143 $toki_tango[] = "Date,".$rn.",".$snum.",".$osnum.",".
$tempnum.",".$j.",".$truedatenum.$josushistr.",".
$uri.$tempnum."-".$j; //出力
144 } else {
145 if ($josushistr != "年" && $josushistr != "月" &&
$josushistr != "日") {
146 $etc_tango[] = "ETC,".$rn.",".$snum.",".$osnum.",".
139






150 } elseif ($jn < count($mtextarray[$i][$snum][$f]) &&
mb_strpos($tangoarrayn[1], ",数詞") !== false) {
151 //助数詞+数詞（巻二etc.）
152 $josushi_sushi++;
153 $tempnum = $jn;
154
155 while ($tempnum < count($mtextarray[$i][$snum][$f])) {
156 if (mb_strpos($mtextarray[$i][$snum][$f][$tempnum], ",数
詞") !== false) {
157 $temparray = explode("\t", $mtextarray[$i][$snum][$f][
$tempnum]);
158 $sushi[] = $temparray[0];
159 $tempnum++;





165 if (count($sushi) > 0) {
166 $etc_tango[] = "ETC,".$rn.",".$snum.",".$osnum.",".$j
.",".($tempnum - 1).",".$josushistr.implode($sushi
).",".$uri.$j."-".($tempnum - 1); //出力
167 }
168 } else {
169 }
170 } else {
171 if ((@mb_strpos($tangoarray[1], "_DATETERMS") !== false ||
172 array_search($tangoarray[0], $dateterms) > 0) &&
173 mb_strpos($tangoarray[1], "人名") === false
174 ) {
175 //時節の単語は他の時節の単語と隣接していると仮定
176 $el = explode(",", end($toki_tango));
177 reset($toki_tango);
178
179 if ($el[1] == $rn && $el[2] == $snum && $el[3] == $osnum
&& $j == $el[5] + 1) {




183 if (mb_strpos($tangoarrayp[0], "の") !== false &&
184 mb_strpos($tangoarrayp[1], "助詞") !== false) {
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185 //助詞「の」


















ソースコード B.14: スクリプトB1（題クラス抽出 1，analysisPnoun.php）．
1 <?php //mecabを使った文章の分割: 括弧内の固有名詞（題）の検出
2 $uri ='';
3
4 $tango = array_merge($toki_tango, $etc_tango);
5
6 for ($i = 0; $i < count($mtextarray); $i++) {
7 $rn = $i;
8 for ($e = 0; $e < count($fldflag); $e++) {
9 $snum = $fldflag[$e];
10 $nokakkoflag = 0;
11 for ($f = 0; $f < @count($mtextarray[$i][$snum]); $f++) {
12 $osnum = $f;
13 for ($j = 0; $j < count($mtextarray[$i][$snum][$f]); $j++) {
14 $tangoarray = @explode("\t", $mtextarray[$i][$snum][$f][$j]);
15 $uri = "http://www.dl.saga-u.ac.jp/OgiNabesima/ichiba/tenseki




19 if (@mb_strpos($tangoarray[1], "括弧開") !== false &&
preg_match('/「|^^ef^^bd^^a2|『/', $tangoarray[0])){
20 $fj = 0;
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21 $fj = $j + 1;
22 $fj2 = $fj;
23 $propernoun = '';
24 $ftango = array();
25
26 //開き括弧の位置を記憶
27 $countkakko = 0;
28
29 while ($fj < count($mtextarray[$i][$snum][$f])) {
30 $ftango = explode("\t", $mtextarray[$i][$snum][$f][$fj]);
31 if (mb_strpos($ftango[1], "括弧閉") !== false &&
preg_match('/」|^^ef^^bd^^a3|』/', $ftango[1])) {
32 $propernoun_tango[] = "PNoun,".$rn.",".$snum.",".$osnum
.",".$j.",".$fj.",".$propernoun.",".$uri.$j."-".$fj;
33 break;
34 } else {








43 if (@mb_strpos($tangoarray[1], "○") !== false) {
44 $fj2 = 0;
45 $fj2 = $j + 1;
46 $propernoun2 = '';
47 while ($fj2 < count($mtextarray[$i][$snum][$f])) {
48 $ftango2 = explode("\t", $mtextarray[$i][$snum][$f][$fj2
]);
49 if (mb_strpos($ftango2[0], "○") === false && mb_strpos(
$ftango2[0], "（") === false && mb_strpos($ftango2[0],
"　") === false) {
50 $propernoun2 .= $ftango2[0];
51 $fj2++;




56 if ($fj2 < 0) {
57 $fj2 = 0;
58 }
59 $propernoun_tango2[] = "PNoun2,".$rn.",".$snum.",".$osnum
.",".($j + 1).",".($fj2 - 1).",".trim($propernoun2).",".
$uri.($j + 1)."-".($fj2 - 1);
60 }
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ソースコード B.15: スクリプトB2（題クラス抽出 2，analysisPnoun2.php）．
1 <?php //mecabを使った文章の分割: 括弧内の固有名詞および部品の検出
2 $uri ='';
3
4 $tango = array_merge($toki_tango, $etc_tango);
5
6 for ($i = 0; $i < count($mtextarray); $i++) {
7 $rn = $i;
8 for ($e = 0; $e < count($fldflag); $e++) {
9 $snum = $fldflag[$e];
10 $nokakkoflag = 0;
11 for ($f = 0; $f < @count($mtextarray[$i][$snum]); $f++) {
12 $osnum = $f;
13 for ($j = 0; $j < count($mtextarray[$i][$snum][$f]); $j++) {
14 $tangoarray = @explode("\t", $mtextarray[$i][$snum][$f][$j]);
15 $uri = "http://www.dl.saga-u.ac.jp/OgiNabesima/ichiba/tenseki
/".str_pad($rn, 3, 0, STR_PAD_LEFT)
16 ."-".$snum."-".$osnum."-";
17
18 if (@mb_strpos($tangoarray[1], "_TITLE") !== false) {









1 <?php //mecabを使った文章の分割: 括弧内の固有名詞および部品の検出
2 $uri ='';
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3 $keyFromList = '';
4
5 $tobBase = file("/home/yoshiga/analysis/words/tob.csv",
FILE_IGNORE_NEW_LINES | FILE_SKIP_EMPTY_LINES);
6 $i = 0;
7 $tobArray = array();
8 while (count($tobBase) > $i) {
9 $tobArray = explode(",", $tobBase[$i]);




14 $roleBase = file("/home/yoshiga/analysis/words/role.csv",
FILE_IGNORE_NEW_LINES | FILE_SKIP_EMPTY_LINES);
15 $i = 0;
16 $roleArray = array();
17 while (count($roleBase) > $i) {
18 $roleArray = explode(",", $roleBase[$i]);




23 $termsBase = file("/home/yoshiga/analysis/words/terms.csv",
FILE_IGNORE_NEW_LINES | FILE_SKIP_EMPTY_LINES);
24 $i = 0;
25 $termsArray = array();
26 while (count($termsBase) > $i) {
27 $termsArray = explode(",", $termsBase[$i]);




32 for ($i = 0; $i < count($mtextarray); $i++) {
33 $rn = $i;
34 for ($e = 0; $e < count($fldflag); $e++) {
35 $snum = $fldflag[$e];
36 $nokakkoflag = 0;
37 for ($f = 0; $f < @count($mtextarray[$i][$snum]); $f++) {
38 $osnum = $f;
39 for ($j = 0; $j < count($mtextarray[$i][$snum][$f]); $j++) {
40 $tangoarray = @explode("\t", $mtextarray[$i][$snum][$f][$j]);
41 //用語チェック
42 if ((array_search($tangoarray[0], $tob) !== false ||
@mb_strpos($tangoarray[1], "_TOB") !== false) &&
checkKeywords($i, $snum, $f, $j, $j, $etc_tango) == 0){
43 $keyFromList = array_search($tangoarray[0], $tob);
44 $uri = "http://www.dl.saga-u.ac.jp/OgiNabesima/ichiba/
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tenseki/".str_pad($rn, 3, 0, STR_PAD_LEFT)."-".$snum
."-".$osnum."-".$j."-".$j;




48 if (array_search($tangoarray[0], $role) !== false &&
checkKeywords($i, $snum, $f, $j, $j, $etc_tango) == 0){
49 $keyFromList = array_search($tangoarray[0], $role);
50 $uri = "http://www.dl.saga-u.ac.jp/OgiNabesima/ichiba/
tenseki/".str_pad($rn, 3, 0, STR_PAD_LEFT)."-".$snum
."-".$osnum."-".$j."-".$j;




54 if (array_search($tangoarray[0], $terms) !== false &&
checkKeywords($i, $snum, $f, $j, $j, $etc_tango) == 0){
55 $keyFromList = array_search($tangoarray[0], $terms);
56 $uri = "http://www.dl.saga-u.ac.jp/OgiNabesima/ichiba/
tenseki/".str_pad($rn, 3, 0, STR_PAD_LEFT)."-".$snum
."-".$osnum."-".$j."-".$j;
57 $terms_tango[] = "Term,".$rn.",".$snum.",".$osnum.",".$j
.",".$j.",".$tangoarray[0].",".$uri; //出力
58 }
59 $keyFromList = '';







1 <?php //mecabを使った文章の分割: 地名の検出
2 $placeterms1 = file("/home/yoshiga/analysis/words/kokubun-place.csv
", FILE_IGNORE_NEW_LINES | FILE_SKIP_EMPTY_LINES);
3 $placeterms2 = preg_replace('/[〈〉]/u', '', $placeterms1);
4 $placeterms = array_merge($placeterms1, $placeterms2);
5 #print_r($placeterms); exit;
6 $placeuri = '';
7
8 $rn = $snum = $osnum = 0;
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9 for ($i = 0; $i < count($mtextarray); $i++) {
10 $rn = $i;
11 for ($e = 0; $e < count($fldflag); $e++) {
12 $snum = $fldflag[$e];
13 for ($f = 0; $f < @count($mtextarray[$i][$snum]); $f++) {
14 $osnum = $f;
15 for ($j = 0; $j < count($mtextarray[$i][$snum][$f]); $j++) {
16 $tangoarray = explode("\t", $mtextarray[$i][$snum][$f][$j]);




21 if (checkKeywords($i, $snum, $f, $j, $j, $all_tango2) == 0) {
22 //地名チェック
23 if (@mb_strpos($tangoarray[1], "地名") !== false ||
24 array_search($tangoarray[0], $placeterms) !== false){
25 $placeuri = "http://www.dl.saga-u.ac.jp/OgiNabesima/
ichiba/tenseki/".str_pad($rn, 3, 0, STR_PAD_LEFT)
26 ."-".$snum."-".$osnum."-";
27













3 $uri = '';




7 $pattern = "/[".implode("", $yago)."翁氏]|(散人)|(山人)|(産人)|(主人)/
u";
8
9 $rn = $snum = $osnum = 0;
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10 for ($i = 0; $i < count($mtextarray); $i++) {
11 $rn = $i;
12 for ($e = 0; $e < count($fldflag); $e++) {
13 $snum = $fldflag[$e];
14 for ($f = 0; $f < @count($mtextarray[$i][$snum]); $f++) {
15 $osnum = $f;
16 for ($j = 0; $j < count($mtextarray[$i][$snum][$f]); $j++) {
17 //人名チェック 4：屋号を探す
18 $uri = "http://www.dl.saga-u.ac.jp/OgiNabesima/ichiba/tenseki
/".str_pad($rn, 3, 0, STR_PAD_LEFT)."-".$snum."-".$osnum
."-";
19 $tangoarray = explode("\t", $mtextarray[$i][$snum][$f][$j]);
20
21 if (preg_match($pattern, $tangoarray[0])) {
22 $cnt = 0;
23 $jne = $j + 1;
24 $jpr = $j - 1;
25 $unitwordp = array();
26 $unitwordn = array();
27 $unitwordpKRsort = '';
28
29 while ($jpr >= 0 && checkKeywords($i, $snum, $f, $jpr, $j,
$all_tango) == 0) {
30 $tangoarrayp = explode("\t", $mtextarray[$i][$snum][$f][
$jpr]);
31
32 if (checkKeywords2($i, $snum, $f, $jpr, $j, $all_tango1)
> 0) {
33 break;





38 } elseif (
39 mb_strpos($tangoarrayp[1], "助詞") !== false && (
mb_strpos($tangoarrayp[0], "の") === false &&
mb_strpos($tangoarrayp[0], "や") === false)
40 ) {
41 break;
42 } else {
43 #print "(屋号)".$i.",".$snum.",".$f.",".($jpr + 1).",".
$j.",".$tangoarrayp[0].$tangoarray[0]."\n";









51 $unitwordpKRsort = implode("", $unitwordp);
52
53 if (trim($unitwordpKRsort) != "") {




56 } else {
57 //UNKnownは無視 2016-06-07
58 /*if (checkKeywords($i, $snum, $f, $j, $all_tango) == 0) {










1 <?php //mecabを使った文章の分割: 人名の検出 2
2 $rn = $snum = $osnum = 0;
3 for ($i = 0; $i < count($mtextarray); $i++) {
4 $rn = $i;
5 for ($e = 0; $e < count($fldflag); $e++) {
6 $snum = $fldflag[$e];
7 #print "fldflag: ".$snum."\n";
8 for ($f = 0; $f < @count($mtextarray[$i][$snum]); $f++) {
9 $osnum = $f;
10 for ($j = 0; $j < count($mtextarray[$i][$snum][$f]); $j++) {
11 $tangoarray = explode("\t", $mtextarray[$i][$snum][$f][$j]);
12 $element = @explode(",", $tangoarray[1]);
13 $uri = "http://www.dl.saga-u.ac.jp/OgiNabesima/ichiba/tenseki




16 $jq = 0;
17 $jq = $j - 1;
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18 $jqf = $jq + 1;
19
20 if ($jq >= 0) {
21 $tangoarrayq = explode("\t", $mtextarray[$i][$snum][$f][$jq
]);
22 }
23 $unitwordrev = array();
24 $item = 0;
25
26 if ((array_search($tangoarray[0], $tob) !== false ||
array_search($tangoarray[0], $role) !== false)) {
27 while ($jq >= 0 && checkKeywords($i, $snum, $f, $jq, ($j -
1), $all_tango) == 0) {
28 $tangoarrayq = explode("\t", $mtextarray[$i][$snum][$f][
$jq]);
29
30 if (checkKeywords2($i, $snum, $f, $jq, ($j - 1),
$all_tango1) > 0) {
31 break;
32 } elseif (preg_match('/[^^ef^^bd^^a5・（）()、＊]/u',
$tangoarrayq[0])) {
33 break;
34 } elseif (@mb_strpos($tangoarrayq[1], "助詞") !== false &&
35 $jq == $j - 1
36 ) {
37 print "(助詞)".$i.",".$snum.",".$f.",".$jq.",".($j -
1).",".$tangoarrayq[0]."\n";
38 break;
39 } elseif (@mb_strpos($tangoarrayq[1], "助詞") !== false &&
40 @mb_strpos($tangoarrayq[0], "の") === false &&
41 mb_strpos($tangoarrayq[0], "や") === false
42 ) {
43 break;
44 } else {







52 $unitwords = implode("", $unitwordrev);
53
54 if (trim($unitwords) != "" && ($jq + 1 <= $j - 1)) {
55 $jinmei_tango2[] = "Person,".$rn.",".$snum.",".$osnum
.",".($jq + 1).",".($j - 1).",".$unitwords.",".$uri.(
$jq + 1)."-".($j - 1);
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10 $id = sql("select * from middledata where type = 'Person' and
fieldnum = 17 order by record, sentence, wordstart, wordend,
oid;");
11
12 $delarr = array();
13
14 //不要な重複データを削除する
15 $iddel3 = sql("delete from middledata as m1 where exists (
16 select * from middledata as m2 where
17 m1.type = 'Person' and
18 m1.record = m2.record and
19 m1.fieldnum = 17 and
20 m1.fieldnum = m2.fieldnum and
21 m1.sentence = m2.sentence and
22 m1.wordstart = m2.wordstart and
23 m1.wordend = m2.wordend and
24 m1.word = m2.word and















38 $id = sql("select * from middledata where type = 'Person' and
fieldnum = 17 order by record, sentence, wordstart, wordend
;");
39 #$id = sql("select * from middledata where type = 'Person' order
by record, fieldnum, sentence, wordstart;");
40
41 $delarr = array();
42
43 //不要な重複データを削除する
44 for ($i = 0; $i<pg_num_rows($id); $i++) {
45
46 //○を除去（ichibaのみ）
47 if (pg_fetch_result($id, $i, 'word') == "○") {
48 $delarr[] = pg_fetch_result($id, $i, 'record').",".
pg_fetch_result($id, $i, 'sentence').",".pg_fetch_result(





52 if (@pg_fetch_result($id, $i, 'record') == @pg_fetch_result($id
, ($i + 1), 'record') &&
53 @pg_fetch_result($id, $i, 'sentence') == @pg_fetch_result($id,
($i + 1), 'sentence')) {
54
55 //前の行のwordの方が文字数少ない
56 if (@pg_fetch_result($id, $i, 'wordstart') > @pg_fetch_result
($id, ($i + 1), 'wordstart') &&
57 @pg_fetch_result($id, $i, 'wordend') < @pg_fetch_result($id,
($i + 1), 'wordend')
58 ) {
59 $delarr[] = pg_fetch_result($id, $i, 'record').",".
pg_fetch_result($id, $i, 'sentence').",".pg_fetch_result
($id, $i, 'wordstart').",".pg_fetch_result($id, $i, '
wordend').",".pg_fetch_result($id, $i, 'word');
60
61 } elseif (@pg_fetch_result($id, $i, 'wordstart') <
@pg_fetch_result($id, ($i + 1), 'wordstart') &&
62 @pg_fetch_result($id, $i, 'wordend') > @pg_fetch_result($id,
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66 $delarr[] = pg_fetch_result($id, ($i + 1), 'record').",".
pg_fetch_result($id, ($i + 1), 'sentence').",".
pg_fetch_result($id, ($i + 1), 'wordstart').",".
pg_fetch_result($id, ($i + 1), 'wordend').",".
pg_fetch_result($id, ($i + 1), 'word');
67
68 } else {
69 if (@pg_fetch_result($id, $i, 'wordstart') ==
@pg_fetch_result($id, ($i + 1), 'wordstart')) {
70 if (mb_strlen(pg_fetch_result($id, $i, 'word')) <
mb_strlen(pg_fetch_result($id, ($i + 1), 'word'))) {





72 } else {
73 $delarr[] = pg_fetch_result($id, ($i + 1), 'record
').",".pg_fetch_result($id, ($i + 1), 'sentence
').",".pg_fetch_result($id, ($i + 1), 'wordstart
').",".pg_fetch_result($id, ($i + 1), 'wordend
').",".pg_fetch_result($id, ($i + 1), 'word');
74 }
75 } elseif (@pg_fetch_result($id, $i, 'wordend') ==
@pg_fetch_result($id, ($i + 1), 'wordend')) {
76 if (mb_strlen(pg_fetch_result($id, $i, 'word')) <
mb_strlen(pg_fetch_result($id, ($i + 1), 'word'))) {





78 } else {
79 $delarr[] = pg_fetch_result($id, ($i + 1), 'record
').",".pg_fetch_result($id, ($i + 1), 'sentence
').",".pg_fetch_result($id, ($i + 1), 'wordstart
').",".pg_fetch_result($id, ($i + 1), 'wordend
').",".pg_fetch_result($id, ($i + 1), 'word');
80 }










89 if (isset($delarr)) {
90 foreach ($delarr as $val) {
91 $value = explode(",", $val);
92 $iddel = sql("delete from middledata where type = 'Person'
and fieldnum = 17 and record = ".$value[0]." and sentence
= ".$value[1]." and wordstart = ".$value[2]." and wordend















107 $id = sql("select * from middledata where type = 'Person' and




110 for ($i = 0; $i<pg_num_rows($id); $i++) {
111 if (pg_fetch_result($id, $i, 'record') == @pg_fetch_result($id,
($i + 1), 'record') &&
112 pg_fetch_result($id, $i, 'sentence') == @pg_fetch_result($id, (
$i + 1), 'sentence') &&
113 (pg_fetch_result($id, $i, 'wordend') + 1) == pg_fetch_result(
$id, ($i + 1), 'wordstart')) {
114
115 //スクリプトE（URI付与）
116 $uri = "http://www.dl.saga-u.ac.jp/OgiNabesima/ichiba/tenseki




$id, ($i + 1), 'wordend');
117
118 $idins = sql("insert into middledata values (
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119 'Person',
120 ".pg_fetch_result($id, $i, 'record').",
121 ".pg_fetch_result($id, $i, 'fieldnum').",
122 ".pg_fetch_result($id, $i, 'sentence').",
123 ".pg_fetch_result($id, $i, 'wordstart').",
124 ".pg_fetch_result($id, ($i + 1), 'wordend').",





129 if ($idins) {
130 //インサートできたら古いデータを削除
131 $iddel1 = sql("delete from middledata where record = ".
pg_fetch_result($id, $i, 'record')." and fieldnum = 17
and sentence = ".pg_fetch_result($id, $i, 'sentence')."
and wordstart = ".pg_fetch_result($id, $i, 'wordstart
')." and wordend = ".pg_fetch_result($id, $i, 'wordend
')." and word = '".pg_fetch_result($id, $i, 'word')."'
;");
132
133 $iddel2 = sql("delete from middledata where record = ".
pg_fetch_result($id, ($i + 1), 'record')." and fieldnum
= 17 and sentence = ".pg_fetch_result($id, ($i + 1), '
sentence')." and wordstart = ".pg_fetch_result($id, ($i
+ 1), 'wordstart')." and wordend = ".pg_fetch_result($id
, ($i + 1), 'wordend')." and word = '".pg_fetch_result(
$id, ($i + 1), 'word')."' ;");














148 $id = sql("select * from middledata where type = 'Date' and
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151 for ($i = 0; $i<pg_num_rows($id); $i++) {
152 if (pg_fetch_result($id, $i, 'record') == @pg_fetch_result($id,
($i + 1), 'record') &&
153 pg_fetch_result($id, $i, 'sentence') == @pg_fetch_result($id, (
$i + 1), 'sentence') &&
154 (pg_fetch_result($id, $i, 'wordend') + 1) == pg_fetch_result(
$id, ($i + 1), 'wordstart')) {
155
156 //スクリプトE（URI付与）
157 $uri = "http://www.dl.saga-u.ac.jp/OgiNabesima/ichiba/tenseki




$id, ($i + 1), 'wordend');
158
159 $idins = sql("insert into middledata values (
160 'Date',
161 ".pg_fetch_result($id, $i, 'record').",
162 ".pg_fetch_result($id, $i, 'fieldnum').",
163 ".pg_fetch_result($id, $i, 'sentence').",
164 ".pg_fetch_result($id, $i, 'wordstart').",
165 ".pg_fetch_result($id, ($i + 1), 'wordend').",





170 if ($idins) {
171 //インサートできたら古いデータを削除
172 $iddel1 = sql("delete from middledata where record = ".
pg_fetch_result($id, $i, 'record')." and fieldnum = 17
and sentence = ".pg_fetch_result($id, $i, 'sentence')."
and wordstart = ".pg_fetch_result($id, $i, 'wordstart
')." and wordend = ".pg_fetch_result($id, $i, 'wordend
')." and word = '".pg_fetch_result($id, $i, 'word')."'
;");
173
174 $iddel2 = sql("delete from middledata where record = ".
pg_fetch_result($id, ($i + 1), 'record')." and fieldnum
= 17 and sentence = ".pg_fetch_result($id, ($i + 1), '
sentence')." and wordstart = ".pg_fetch_result($id, ($i
+ 1), 'wordstart')." and wordend = ".pg_fetch_result($id
, ($i + 1), 'wordend')." and word = '".pg_fetch_result(
$id, ($i + 1), 'word')."' ;");
175 } else {
176 return false;
155












188 $id = sql("select * from middledata where type = 'Person' and




191 $count = 0;
192
193 for ($i = 0; $i<pg_num_rows($id); $i++) {
194 $str = "";
195 $strlen = 0;
196
197 if (pg_fetch_result($id, $i, 'record') == @pg_fetch_result($id,
($i + 1), 'record') &&
198 pg_fetch_result($id, $i, 'sentence') == @pg_fetch_result($id, (
$i + 1), 'sentence')) {
199 if (pg_fetch_result($id, $i, 'wordend') == pg_fetch_result(
$id, ($i + 1), 'wordstart')) {
200 //形態素解析基本データ呼出
201 $ida = sql("select * from \"data-all\"
202 where record = ".pg_fetch_result($id, $i, 'record')." and
203 sentence = ".pg_fetch_result($id, $i, 'sentence')." and
204 wordstart = ".pg_fetch_result($id, $i, 'wordend')."
205 order by record, sentence, wordstart;");
206
207 $strlen = mb_strlen(pg_fetch_result($ida, 0, 'word'));
208
209 $str = pg_fetch_result($id, $i, 'word').mb_substr(
pg_fetch_result($id, ($i + 1), 'word'), $strlen);
210 $count++;
211
212 } elseif (pg_fetch_result($id, $i, 'wordend') >
pg_fetch_result($id, ($i + 1), 'wordstart')) {
213 //n単語重複
214 $n = pg_fetch_result($id, $i, 'wordend') - pg_fetch_result(
$id, ($i + 1), 'wordstart');
215
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216 //形態素解析基本データ呼出
217 $ida = sql("select * from \"data-all\"
218 where record = ".pg_fetch_result($id, $i, 'record')." and
219 sentence = ".pg_fetch_result($id, $i, 'sentence')." and
220 wordstart >= ".(pg_fetch_result($id, $i, 'wordend') - $n)."
and
221 wordend <= ".pg_fetch_result($id, $i, 'wordend')."
222 order by record, sentence, wordstart;");
223
224 for ($j = 0; $j < pg_num_rows($ida); $j++) {
225 $strlen += mb_strlen(pg_fetch_result($ida, $j, 'word'));
226 }
227
228 $str = pg_fetch_result($id, $i, 'word').mb_substr(
pg_fetch_result($id, ($i + 1), 'word'), $strlen);
229 $count++;
230







238 $uri = "http://www.dl.saga-u.ac.jp/OgiNabesima/ichiba/tenseki




$id, ($i + 1), 'wordend');
239
240 if ($str != "") {
241 $idins = sql("insert into middledata values (
242 'Person',
243 ".pg_fetch_result($id, $i, 'record').",
244 ".pg_fetch_result($id, $i, 'fieldnum').",
245 ".pg_fetch_result($id, $i, 'sentence').",
246 ".pg_fetch_result($id, $i, 'wordstart').",
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256 $iddel3 = sql("delete from middledata as m1 where exists (
257 select * from middledata as m2 where
258 m1.type = 'Person' and
259 m1.record = m2.record and
260 m1.fieldnum = 17 and
261 m1.fieldnum = m2.fieldnum and
262 m1.sentence = m2.sentence and
263 m1.wordstart = m2.wordstart and
264 m1.wordend = m2.wordend and
265 m1.word = m2.word and











277 $id = sql("select * from middledata where type = 'Date' and




280 $count = 0;
281
282 for ($i = 0; $i<pg_num_rows($id); $i++) {
283 $str = "";
284 $strlen = 0;
285
286 if (pg_fetch_result($id, $i, 'record') == @pg_fetch_result($id,
($i + 1), 'record') &&
287 pg_fetch_result($id, $i, 'sentence') == @pg_fetch_result($id, (
$i + 1), 'sentence')) {
288 if (pg_fetch_result($id, $i, 'wordend') == pg_fetch_result(
$id, ($i + 1), 'wordstart')) {
289 //形態素解析基本データ呼出
290 $ida = sql("select * from \"data-all\"
291 where record = ".pg_fetch_result($id, $i, 'record')." and
292 sentence = ".pg_fetch_result($id, $i, 'sentence')." and
293 wordstart = ".pg_fetch_result($id, $i, 'wordend')."
294 order by record, sentence, wordstart;");
295
296 $strlen = mb_strlen(pg_fetch_result($ida, 0, 'word'));
297
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298 $str = pg_fetch_result($id, $i, 'word').mb_substr(
pg_fetch_result($id, ($i + 1), 'word'), $strlen);
299 $count++;
300
301 } elseif (pg_fetch_result($id, $i, 'wordend') >
pg_fetch_result($id, ($i + 1), 'wordstart')) {
302 //n単語重複
303 $n = pg_fetch_result($id, $i, 'wordend') - pg_fetch_result(
$id, ($i + 1), 'wordstart');
304
305 //形態素解析基本データ呼出
306 $ida = sql("select * from \"data-all\"
307 where record = ".pg_fetch_result($id, $i, 'record')." and
308 sentence = ".pg_fetch_result($id, $i, 'sentence')." and
309 wordstart >= ".(pg_fetch_result($id, $i, 'wordend') - $n)."
and
310 wordend <= ".pg_fetch_result($id, $i, 'wordend')."
311 order by record, sentence, wordstart;");
312
313 for ($j = 0; $j < pg_num_rows($ida); $j++) {
314 $strlen += mb_strlen(pg_fetch_result($ida, $j, 'word'));
315 }
316
317 $str = pg_fetch_result($id, $i, 'word').mb_substr(
pg_fetch_result($id, ($i + 1), 'word'), $strlen);
318 $count++;
319







327 $uri = "http://www.dl.saga-u.ac.jp/OgiNabesima/ichiba/tenseki




$id, ($i + 1), 'wordend');
328
329 if ($str != "") {
330 $idins = sql("insert into middledata values (
331 'Date',
332 ".pg_fetch_result($id, $i, 'record').",
333 ".pg_fetch_result($id, $i, 'fieldnum').",
334 ".pg_fetch_result($id, $i, 'sentence').",
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335 ".pg_fetch_result($id, $i, 'wordstart').",






342 if ($idins) {
343 $idDelData = sql("delete from middledata where
344 type = 'Date' and
345 record = ".pg_fetch_result($id, $i, 'record')." and
346 fieldnum = ".pg_fetch_result($id, $i, 'fieldnum')." and
347 sentence = ".pg_fetch_result($id, $i, 'sentence')." and
348 wordstart = ".pg_fetch_result($id, $i, 'wordstart')." and
349 wordend = ".pg_fetch_result($id, $i, 'wordend').";");
350
351 $idDelData = sql("delete from middledata where
352 type = 'Date' and
353 record = ".pg_fetch_result($id, $i, 'record')." and
354 fieldnum = ".pg_fetch_result($id, $i, 'fieldnum')." and
355 sentence = ".pg_fetch_result($id, $i, 'sentence')." and
356 wordstart = ".pg_fetch_result($id, ($i + 1), 'wordstart')."
and






363 $iddel3 = sql("delete from middledata as m1 where exists (
364 select * from middledata as m2 where
365 m1.type = 'Date' and
366 m1.record = m2.record and
367 m1.fieldnum = 17 and
368 m1.fieldnum = m2.fieldnum and
369 m1.sentence = m2.sentence and
370 m1.wordstart = m2.wordstart and
371 m1.wordend = m2.wordend and
372 m1.word = m2.word and






379 function dataControlPlace() {//地名
380 include_once '/home/yoshiga/analysisKokubun/function.php';
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381 include_once '/var/www/html/tsr/dbsetting.php';
382 $delarr = array();
383
384 $id = sql("select * from kokubunindex where type = 'Place' and
fieldnum = 17 order by record, sentence, wordstart, wordend
;");
385
386 $place = file("/home/yoshiga/analysisKokubun/words/kokubun-place.
csv", FILE_IGNORE_NEW_LINES | FILE_SKIP_EMPTY_LINES);
387
388 for ($i = 0; $i<pg_num_rows($id); $i++) {
389 if (array_search(pg_fetch_result($id, $i, 'word'), $place) ===
false) {
390 $delarr[] = @pg_fetch_result($id, $i, 'record').",".
@pg_fetch_result($id, $i, 'sentence').",".@pg_fetch_result






395 if (isset($delarr)) {
396 foreach ($delarr as $val) {
397 $value = explode(",", $val);
398 if (!($iddel = sql("delete from kokubunindex where type = '
Place' and fieldnum = 17 and record = ".$value[0]." and
sentence = ".$value[1]." and wordstart = ".$value[2]." and
wordend = ".$value[3]." and word = '".$value[4]."';"))) {








407 $c = 0;
408 $c2 = 0;
409
410 do {





416 $c = dataControl1();
417 } while ($c > 0);
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418 print "1-done!\n";
419








428 $c2 = dataControl3();
429 print "(".$c2.") 3-done!\n";
430
431 $c2Date = dataControl3Date();




436 } while($c2 > 0);
437
438 //人名で 1文字と判定しているところを除去
439 #$idup_ichiba = sql("update middledata set type = 'UNK' where type




442 $idup_ichiba2 = sql("update middledata set type = 'UNK' where type
= 'Person' and (word = '収' or word = 'ヲ収');");
443 $iddel_ichiba = sql("delete from middledata where type = 'Person'
and word = '息子部屋';");
444 ?>







6 function findGenreNDLA ($tango) {
7 $filteredVal = "";
162
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24 $sparqlc = "
25 SELECT DISTINCT ?uri1 ?name
26 ";
27
28 $sparqlc2 = "
29 WHERE {
30 ?uri1 skos:inScheme <http://id.ndl.go.jp/auth#topicalTerms> .
31 { { ?uri1 xl:prefLabel [ xl:literalForm ?name ]. }
32 UNION
33 { ?uri1 xl:altLabel [ xl:literalForm ?name ]. }
34 UNION
35 { ?uri1 rdfs:label ?name .}
36 }
37 filter regex(?name, '^".$tango."$').
38 }";
39
40 $url = 'http://id.ndl.go.jp/auth/ndla';
41 $sparql = $sparqlPre.$sparqlc.$sparqlc2;
42 $sparql = str_replace(array("\r\n", "\r", "\n"), '', $sparql);
43 $param = $url.'?query='.urlencode($sparql).'&output=json';
44 #print $param."\n";
45
46 $array = json_decode(file_get_contents($param), true);
47 #print_r($array);
48
49 for ($j=0; $j<count($array['results']['bindings']); $j++) {
50 $headings = $array['results']['bindings'][$j]['name']['value'];
51 $uri = $array['results']['bindings'][$j]['uri1']['value'];
52 $checked = 'ndla';
53 $filteredVal = $tango.",".$uri.",".$headings.",".$checked;
54 }
163




58 function findGenreDBPedia ($tango) {
59 $filteredVal = "";

















77 $sparql_cmd = "select DISTINCT * ";
78
79 $sparql_cmd2 = "
80 WHERE {
81 <http://ja.dbpedia.org/resource/".$tango."> owl:sameAs ?sameUri .
82 }";
83
84 $sparql = $sparqlPre.$sparql_cmd.$sparql_cmd2;
85 $sparql = str_replace(array("\r\n", "\r", "\n"), '', $sparql);
86
87 $url='http://ja.dbpedia.org/sparql';
88 $param = $url.'?query='.urlencode($sparql).'&output=json';
89 #print $param."\n";
90
91 $array = json_decode(file_get_contents($param), true);
92 #print_r($array);
93
94 $headings = '';
95 $uriPre = array();
96 for ($j=0; $j<count($array['results']['bindings']); $j++) {
97 if ($array['results']['bindings'][$j]['sameUri']['value'] != "")
{
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100 }
101
102 foreach ($uriPre as $uri) {
103 $checked = 'dbpediaJ';
104 if (strpos($uri, "/dbpedia.org") !== false || strpos($uri, "
wikidata") !== false) {































136 $idPerson = sql("select * from correctiondata where type = 'Person
' order by word");
137
138 for ($i=0; $i<pg_num_rows($idPerson); $i++) {
139 //NDLA探索
140 $tango = trim(pg_fetch_result($idPerson, $i, 'word'));
141 #$tango = '蓬莱山人';
142 #print $tango."\n";
143
144 $sparql_cmd = "
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145 SELECT DISTINCT ?uri1 ?name
146 ";
147
148 $sparql_cmd2 = "
149 WHERE {
150 ?uri1 foaf:primaryTopic ?uri2 .
151 ?uri2 rdf:type foaf:Person .
152 { { ?uri1 xl:prefLabel [ xl:literalForm ?name ]. }
153 UNION
154 { ?uri1 xl:altLabel [ xl:literalForm ?name ]. }
155 UNION
156 { ?uri2 foaf:name ?name .}
157 }
158 filter regex(?name, '".$tango."').
159 }";
160
161 $url = 'http://id.ndl.go.jp/auth/ndla';
162 $sparql = $sparqlPre.$sparql_cmd.$sparql_cmd2;
163 $sparql = str_replace(array("\r\n", "\r", "\n"), '', $sparql);
164 $param = $url.'?query='.urlencode($sparql).'&output=json';
165 #print $param."\n";
166
167 $array = json_decode(file_get_contents($param), true);
168
169 for ($j=0; $j<count($array['results']['bindings']); $j++) {
170 $headings = $array['results']['bindings'][$j]['name']['value'];
171 $uri = $array['results']['bindings'][$j]['uri1']['value'];
172 $altword = "";
173 $checked = 'ndla';
174
175 //DB用データ入力
176 $idIns = sql("
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192 //時
193 function findDate () {
194 include_once '/var/www/html/tsr/dbsetting.php';
195 include_once '/home/yoshiga/analysis/kan2num.php';
196 $idDate = sql("select * from correctiondata where type = 'Date'
order by word");
197
198 for ($i=0; $i<pg_num_rows($idDate); $i++) {
199 //hutime探索
200 $tangoVariation = 0;
201 $tangoPre = trim(pg_fetch_result($idDate, $i, 'word'));
202
203 //時節用語をとりあえず省略する
204 $datePattern = "/([^0-9年月]+)$/u";
205 $tango = preg_replace($datePattern, '', $tangoPre);
206
207 if (@mb_strpos($tango, "年") !== false) {
208 if (@mb_strpos($tango, "月") !== false) {
209 $tangoVariation = 1;
210 } else {
211 $tangoVariation = 2;
212 }
213 } else {




218 Switch ($tangoVariation) {
219 case 1: //年月
220 $uri = 'http://datetime.hutime.org/calendar/1001.1/month/'.
$tango;
221 break;
222 case 2: //年




226 $uri = '';
227 }
228
229 #print $tangoPre.": ".$uri."\n";
230
231 //DB用データ入力
232 $headings = $tango;
233 $altword = "";
234 $checked = 'hutime';
235
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236 $idIns = sql("






























267 $idPlace = sql("select * from correctiondata where type = 'Place'
order by word");
268
269 for ($i=0; $i<pg_num_rows($idPlace); $i++) {
270 //DBPedia Japanese探索
271 $tango = trim(pg_fetch_result($idPlace, $i, 'word'));
272 #print $tango."\n";
273
274 $sparql_cmd = "select DISTINCT * ";
275
276 $sparql_cmd2 = "
277 WHERE {
278 <http://ja.dbpedia.org/resource/".$tango."> owl:sameAs ?sameUri .
279 }";
280
281 $sparql = $sparqlPre.$sparql_cmd.$sparql_cmd2;
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282 $sparql = str_replace(array("\r\n", "\r", "\n"), '', $sparql);
283
284 $url='http://ja.dbpedia.org/sparql';
285 $param = $url.'?query='.urlencode($sparql).'&output=json';
286 #print $param."\n";
287
288 $array = json_decode(file_get_contents($param), true);
289 #print_r($array);
290
291 $uri = '';
292 for ($j=0; $j<count($array['results']['bindings']); $j++) {
293 $uriPre = $array['results']['bindings'][$j]['sameUri']['value
'];
294
295 if (strpos($uriPre, "http://www.wikidata.org/entity/") !==
false) {





301 $arrayUri[] = $tango.",".$uri;
302 }
303
304 $arrayUri2 = array_unique($arrayUri);
305
306 foreach ($arrayUri2 as $value) {
307 $token = explode(",", $value);
308 $tango = $token[0];
309 $uri = $token[1];
310 $headings = $tango;
311 $altword = "";
312 $checked = 'dbpediaJ';
313
314 //DB用データ入力
315 $idIns = sql("


































348 $jwordsTob = file('/home/yoshiga/analysis/words/tob.csv',
FILE_IGNORE_NEW_LINES | FILE_SKIP_EMPTY_LINES);
349 $jwordsRole = file('/home/yoshiga/analysis/words/role.csv',
FILE_IGNORE_NEW_LINES | FILE_SKIP_EMPTY_LINES);
350 $jwordsTerm = file('/home/yoshiga/analysis/words/terms.csv',
FILE_IGNORE_NEW_LINES | FILE_SKIP_EMPTY_LINES);
351
352 //TOB=Terminology of Bookbinding, TFB, Terminology for Bookbinding
, 製本用語
353 $typeArray = array("TOB"=>$jwordsTob, "Role"=>$jwordsRole, "Term
"=>$jwordsTerm);
354
355 foreach($typeArray as $typeKey => $typeVal) {
356
357 $ontNodeProperty1 = array();
358 $ontkey = $ontkeyPart = "";
359 $node = $property = "";
360
361 foreach($typeVal as $value) {
362 $token = array();
363 $ontNodeProperty = array();
364 $tango = "";
365 $uri = "";
366 $headings = "";
367 $altword = "";
368 $use = "";
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369 $node = "";
370
371 $token = @explode(",", $value);
372




377 if (@$token[1] != "") {







384 $ontNodeProperty = @explode(":", $match1[1][0]);
385 $node = $ontNodeProperty[0]; //序
386 #$property = @$ontNodeProperty[1]; //題
387 }
388
389 if ($node == "") {
390 $headings = $tango;
391 } else {




396 print "node: ".$headings."\n";







403 $enWord = @str_replace(" ", "_", trim($token[2]));
404 #print ucfirst($enWord)."\n";
405
406 $sparql_cmd = "select DISTINCT * ";
407
408 $sparql_cmd2 = "
409 WHERE {
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413 $sparql_cmd3 = "
414 WHERE {






420 print "AAT: ".$enWord."\n";
421 if ($enWord != "") {















432 curl_setopt($ch,CURLOPT_USERAGENT,'Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT
6.3; WOW64; Trident/7.0; Touch; rv:11.0) like Gecko');
433 $xmlAAT = curl_exec($ch);
434 curl_close($ch);
435
436 $arrayAAT = simplexml_load_string($xmlAAT);
437 #print_r($arrayAAT);
438 foreach($arrayAAT->results as $arrValAAT) {
439 foreach($arrValAAT->result as $resAAT) {
440 if ($resAAT->binding->uri != "") {








448 $sparqlNDLAc = "
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452 $sparqlNDLAc2 = "
453 WHERE {
454 ?uri1 skos:inScheme <http://id.ndl.go.jp/auth#topicalTerms> .
455 { { ?uri1 xl:prefLabel [ xl:literalForm ?name ]. }
456 UNION
457 { ?uri1 xl:altLabel [ xl:literalForm ?name ]. }
458 UNION
459 { ?uri1 rdfs:label ?name .}
460 }
461 filter regex(?name, '".$tango."').
462 }";
463
464 $urlNDLA = 'http://id.ndl.go.jp/auth/ndla';
465 $sparqlNDLA = $sparqlPre.$sparqlNDLAc.$sparqlNDLAc2;
466 $sparqlNDLA = str_replace(array("\r\n", "\r", "\n"), '',
$sparqlNDLA);




470 $arrayNDLA = json_decode(file_get_contents($paramNDLA), true);
471 #print_r($arrayNDLA);
472
473 for ($j=0; $j<count($arrayNDLA['results']['bindings']); $j++) {
474 $headings = $arrayNDLA['results']['bindings'][$j]['name']['
value'];
475 $uri = $arrayNDLA['results']['bindings'][$j]['uri1']['value
'];
476 $altword = "";
477 $checked = 'ndla';










487 foreach($filteredValueDbpedia as $insVal) {
488 $insToken = @explode(",", $insVal);
489 #print_r($insToken);





















509 $searchUri = array();
510
511 foreach($wikidataUriArray as $value) {
512 $token = explode(",", $value);
513 $id = "";
514 $aatNum = "";
515 $ndlNum = "";
516 $gndNum = "";
517
518 //wikidataの idから aatなどの典拠データに繋げる




523 $queryAat = "https://query.wikidata.org/sparql?query=".urlencode
('select ?aat where { <'.$id.'> wdt:P1014 ?aat .}');
524 $aat = file_get_contents($queryAat);
525 $aatid = new SimpleXMLElement($aat);
526 #print_r($aatid);
527
528 $broaderUri = 'http://vocab.getty.edu/aat/300220751';
529 $topUri = 'http:/vocab.getty.edu/aat/300000000';
530
531 foreach($aatid->results->result as $aatid2) {
532 foreach(@$aatid2->binding->literal as $aatNum) {
533 #print_r($aatid2);
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539 $queryNdl = "https://query.wikidata.org/sparql?query=".urlencode
('select ?ndl where { <'.$id.'> wdt:P349 ?ndl .}');
540 $ndl = file_get_contents($queryNdl);
541 $ndlid = new SimpleXMLElement($ndl);
542 #print_r($ndlid);
543 foreach($ndlid->results->result as $ndlid2) {
544 foreach(@$ndlid2->binding->literal as $ndlNum) {
545 #print_r($ndlid2);






551 $queryGnd = "https://query.wikidata.org/sparql?query=".urlencode
('select ?gnd where { <'.$id.'> wdt:P227 ?gnd .}');
552 $gnd = file_get_contents($queryGnd);
553 $gndid = new SimpleXMLElement($gnd);
554 #print_r($gndid);
555 foreach($gndid->results->result as $gndid2) {
556 foreach(@$gndid2->binding->literal as $gndNum) {
557 #print_r($gndid2);






563 $queryViaf = "https://query.wikidata.org/sparql?query=".urlencode
('select ?viaf where { <'.$id.'> wdt:P214 ?viaf .}');
564 $viaf = file_get_contents($queryViaf);
565 $viafid = new SimpleXMLElement($viaf);
566 #print_r($viafid);
567 foreach($viafid->results->result as $viafid2) {
568 foreach(@$viafid2->binding->literal as $viafNum) {
569 #print_r($viafid2);
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580 //headingsテーブルに入力
581 $altword = "";
582 $use = "";
583
584 foreach($searchUri as $insVal) {
585 $insToken = @explode(",", $insVal);
586 #print_r($insToken);















602 $wikidataUriArray = array
603 (
604 0 => "解題,http://www.wikidata.org/entity/Q11630951,解題,dbpediaJ
,TOB",
605 1 => "開題,http://www.wikidata.org/entity/Q11630951,解題,dbpediaJ
,TOB",
606 2 => "巻頭,http://www.wikidata.org/entity/Q411189,Opening,
dbpediaE,TOB",
607 3 => "目首,http://www.wikidata.org/entity/Q1456936,
Table_of_contents,dbpediaE,TOB",
608 4 => "目録,http://www.wikidata.org/entity/Q11581608,目録,dbpediaJ
,TOB",
609 5 => "目録,http://www.wikidata.org/entity/Q250233,Catalog,
dbpediaE,TOB",
610 6 => "序,http://www.wikidata.org/entity/Q670787,Preface,dbpediaE,
TOB",
611 );
























15 <rdfs:comment>Copyright 2017 Saga University Library
























38 <!-- http://purl.org/dc/terms/creator -->
39
177
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122 ////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
123 //
















































































































































































































































286 <rdfs:comment xml:lang="ja">A isCollectionOf B で作品（各古典籍
184

































































































































































































411 <rdfs:comment xml:lang="ja">A isPublishedInPlace
Bで古典籍 Aは場所 Bで刊行された。Bは発行書肆に紐づく地名。</
188
































































































478 <rdfs:label xml:lang="ja">分類 2</rdfs:label>
190
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742 <rdfs:isDefinedBy xml:lang="ja">Copyright (C) 1999-2012 Gen
TAKAGI</rdfs:isDefinedBy>
743 <rdfs:label xml:lang="en">title from cover</rdfs:label>
198








































































































































6 $field = file("/home/yoshiga/analysis/fieldDataIchiba.txt",
201
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FILE_IGNORE_NEW_LINES | FILE_SKIP_EMPTY_LINES);
7 $jwordsClass = file('/home/yoshiga/analysis/words/class.csv',
FILE_IGNORE_NEW_LINES | FILE_SKIP_EMPTY_LINES);
8 $jwordsTFB = file('/home/yoshiga/analysis/words/tob.csv',
FILE_IGNORE_NEW_LINES | FILE_SKIP_EMPTY_LINES);
9 $jwordsRole = file('/home/yoshiga/analysis/words/role.csv',
FILE_IGNORE_NEW_LINES | FILE_SKIP_EMPTY_LINES);
10 $jwordsTerms = file('/home/yoshiga/analysis/words/terms.csv',
FILE_IGNORE_NEW_LINES | FILE_SKIP_EMPTY_LINES);




14 $baseUri = 'http://www.dl.saga-u.ac.jp/OgiNabesima/ichiba/tenseki#';
//ichiba語彙定義ファイル URI
15 $version = "2.0";
16
17 $patterns = array();
18 $replacements = array();
19 $patternsHttp = array('/\//', '/\./');
20 $replacementsHttp = array('\/', '\.');




25 $rdf = '<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>'."\n";
26 $rdf .= "<rdf:RDF \n";
27
28 //namespaceを生成する
29 foreach ($nss as $valns) {
30 $ns = explode(',', $valns);
31 $rdf .= ' xmlns:'.$ns[0].'="'.$ns[1].'"'."\n";
32 $patterns[] = "/".preg_replace($patternsHttp, $replacementsHttp,
$ns[1])."/";
33 $replacements[] = $ns[0].":";
34 }
35 $rdf .= ">\n";
36 $rdf .= "<owl:Ontology rdf:about=\"".$baseUri."\">\n";
37 $rdf .= "<owl:versionIRI rdf:resource=\"".$baseUri."/".$version
."\"/>\n";
38 $rdf .= "<rdfs:comment>Copyright ".date('Y')." Saga University
Library. These data were normalized and restructured by Natsuko
Yoshiga. </rdfs:comment>\n";
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43 //TFB, Role, Termsのオントロジー生成
44 $parts = array("TFB" => $jwordsTFB, "Role" => $jwordsRole, "Term" =>
$jwordsTerms);
45 ////////語彙URIを定義
46 $basewords = $partswords = array();
47
48 foreach($parts as $partName => $jwords) {
49 $key = 0;
50 $val = array();
51 foreach ($jwords as $key => $val) {
52 $basewords[$key] = explode(',', $val);
53 $partsArray[] = $partName.str_pad($key, 2, 0, STR_PAD_LEFT).",".
$basewords[$key][0].",".@$basewords[$key][1].",".@$basewords[
$key][2];
54 $partsArrayCol[] = array('pn' => $partName.str_pad($key, 2, 0,
STR_PAD_LEFT), 'word' => $basewords[$key][0], 'ont' =>








62 foreach($partsArray as $partsVal) {






67 preg_match_all('/[#]([a-zA-Z]+)$/u', $partswords[2], $match3); //別
Class
68 #print_r($match2);
69 #$superClass = array();
70 #$superClass = explode("|", $partswords[2]);
71
72 $class = "";
73 if (@$match3[0][0] != "") {
74 //#で始まるClass
75 $class = $match3[1][0];
76 #$rdf .= "<owl:Class rdf:about=\"".$baseUri.$class."\"/>\n";
77 } else {
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81 $ont = array();
82 $ontkey = $ontkeyPart = "";
83 $node = $property = "";





88 if (@$match1[1][0] != "") {
89 //プロパティ
90 $ont = @explode(":", $match1[1][0]);
91 $node = $ont[0]; //序
92 $property = @$ont[1];
93
94 //owl組み立て
95 if ($node != "") {




100 if ($match2[1][0] == "外題") {
101 $titletype = $baseUri."MainTitle";
102
103 } elseif ($match2[1][0] == "内題") {
104 $titletype = $baseUri."TitleOfWork";
105 } else {
106 $titletype = $baseUri."Title";
107 }
108 $needle = trim($node);
109 $key = array_search($needle, array_column($partsArrayCol
, 'word'), true);
110 $rdf .= "\t<owl:equivalentClass>\n";
111 $rdf .= "\t\t<owl:Class>\n";
112 $rdf .= "\t\t\t<owl:intersectionOf rdf:parseType=\"
Collection\">\n";
113 $rdf .= "\t\t\t\t<owl:Class rdf:about=\"".$baseUri.
$partsArrayCol[$key]['pn']."\"/>\n";
114 $rdf .= "\t\t\t\t<owl:Class rdf:about=\"".$titletype
."\"/>\n";
115 $rdf .= "\t\t\t</owl:intersectionOf>\n";
116 $rdf .= "\t\t</owl:Class>\n";
117 $rdf .= "\t</owl:equivalentClass>\n";
118 break;
119 case "著":
120 $needle = trim($node);
121 $key = array_search($needle, array_column($partsArrayCol
, 'word'), true);
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122 $rdf .= "\t<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource=\"".$baseUri.
preg_replace('/[0-9]{2}$/', '', $partswords
[0])."\"/>\n";




126 $needle = trim($node);
127 $key = array_search($needle, array_column($partsArrayCol
, 'word'), true);
128 $needle2 = trim($property);
129 $key2 = array_search($needle2, array_column(
$partsArrayCol, 'word'), true);
130
131 $rdf .= "\t<owl:equivalentClass>\n";
132 $rdf .= "\t\t<owl:Class>\n";
133 $rdf .= "\t\t\t<owl:intersectionOf rdf:parseType=\"
Collection\">\n";
134 $rdf .= "\t\t\t\t<owl:Class rdf:about=\"".$baseUri.
$partsArrayCol[$key]['pn']."\"/>\n";
135 $rdf .= "\t\t\t\t<owl:Class rdf:about=\"".$baseUri.
$partsArrayCol[$key2]['pn']."\"/>\n";
136 $rdf .= "\t\t\t</owl:intersectionOf>\n";
137 $rdf .= "\t\t</owl:Class>\n";
138 $rdf .= "\t</owl:equivalentClass>\n";
139 break;
140 }
141 } else {
142 //superclassが別途指定されている時
143 $superClass = "";
144 $needle = trim($node,"|");
145 $key = array_search($needle, array_column($partsArrayCol, '
word'), true);
146
147 if (@$match2[1][0] != "") {
148 $needleS = trim($match2[1][0]);
149 if (!($keyS = array_search($needleS, array_column(
$partsArrayCol, 'word'), true))) {
150 //本しかないので
151 $superClass = $baseUri."Book";
152 } else {
153 $superClass = $baseUri.$partsArrayCol[$keyS]['pn'];
154 }
155
156 $rdf .= "\t<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource=\"".$superClass
."\"/>\n";
157 $rdf .= "\t<owl:equivalentClass>\n";
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158 $rdf .= "\t\t<owl:Class>\n";
159 $rdf .= "\t\t\t<owl:intersectionOf rdf:parseType=\"
Collection\">\n";
160 $rdf .= "\t\t\t\t<owl:Class rdf:about=\"".$baseUri.
$partsArrayCol[$key]['pn']."\"/>\n";
161 $rdf .= "\t\t\t\t<owl:Class rdf:about=\"".$superClass
."\"/>\n";
162 $rdf .= "\t\t\t</owl:intersectionOf>\n";
163 $rdf .= "\t\t</owl:Class>\n";
164 $rdf .= "\t</owl:equivalentClass>\n";
165 } else {
166 //sameAsとなる単語の番号を探す
167 $rdf .= "\t<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource=\"".$baseUri.
preg_replace('/[0-9]{2}$/', '', $partswords[0])."\"/>\
n";




171 } else {
172 //superclassの表示
173 //オントロジー表現の部分が⊂で始まる時
174 if (@$match2[1][0] != "") {
175 $needleS2 = trim($match2[1][0]);
176 if (!($keyS2 = array_search($needleS2, array_column(
$partsArrayCol, 'word'), true))) {
177 //本しかないので
178 $superClass2 = $baseUri."Book";
179 } else {
180 $superClass2 = $baseUri.$partsArrayCol[$keyS2]['pn'];
181 }
182




186 } else {
187 //オントロジー表現の部分が⊂で始まる時
188 if (@$match2[1][0] != "") {
189 $needleS2 = trim($match2[1][0]);
190 if (!($keyS2 = array_search($needleS2, array_column(
$partsArrayCol, 'word'), true))) {
191 //本しかないので
192 $superClass2 = $baseUri."Book";
193 } else {
194 $superClass2 = $baseUri.$partsArrayCol[$keyS2]['pn'];
195 }
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196
197 $rdf .= "\t<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource=\"".$superClass2
."\"/>\n";
198 } else {





203 $rdf .= "\t<rdfs:label xml:lang=\"ja\">".$partswords[1]."</rdfs:
label>\n";
204 if ($partswords[3] != "") {





209 $idHeadings = sql("select * from headings where word = '".
$partswords[1]."'");
210 if (pg_num_rows($idHeadings) > 0) {
211 for ($n=0; $n<pg_num_rows($idHeadings); $n++) {
212 $headingsUri = pg_fetch_result($idHeadings, $n, 'uri');
213 if ($headingsUri != "") {















228 $rdfDatafile = '/home/yoshiga/analysis/tensekiOntology.owl';
229 if (is_writable($rdfDatafile)) {
230 if (!($fpw = fopen($rdfDatafile, 'wb'))) {
231 trigger_error("データ書き込みファイルを開けません。");




236 } else {
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5 $baseUrl = "http://www.dl.saga-u.ac.jp/OgiNabesima/ichiba/tenseki";
6 $baseSchema = "ichibaTenseki";
7 $field = file("/home/yoshiga/analysis/fieldDataIchiba.txt",
FILE_IGNORE_NEW_LINES | FILE_SKIP_EMPTY_LINES);
8 $tobList = file("/home/yoshiga/analysis/words/tob.csv",
FILE_IGNORE_NEW_LINES | FILE_SKIP_EMPTY_LINES);
9 $roleList = file("/home/yoshiga/analysis/words/role.csv",
FILE_IGNORE_NEW_LINES | FILE_SKIP_EMPTY_LINES);
10 $termList = file("/home/yoshiga/analysis/words/terms.csv",
FILE_IGNORE_NEW_LINES | FILE_SKIP_EMPTY_LINES);
11
12 foreach($tobList as $headTob) {
13 $arrayTob = explode(',', $headTob);
14 $tob[] = $arrayTob[0];
15 }
16
17 foreach($roleList as $headRole) {
18 $arrayRole = explode(',', $headRole);
19 $role[] = $arrayRole[0];
20 }
21
22 foreach($termList as $headTerm) {
23 $arrayTerm = explode(',', $headTerm);
24 $term[] = $arrayTerm[0];
25 }
26
27 foreach ($field as $valfield){
28 $arrayField = explode(',', $valfield);
29 if ($arrayField[4] == "mainField") {
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30 $mainField[] = $valfield;
31 $fieldNames[] = $arrayField[1];




36 $fieldTypes[] = $arrayField[7];
37 }
38
39 $csvData = file("/home/yoshiga/analysis/ichibaoriginal.csv",
FILE_IGNORE_NEW_LINES | FILE_SKIP_EMPTY_LINES);
40 $nss = file('/home/yoshiga/analysis/words/namespaces.csv',
FILE_IGNORE_NEW_LINES | FILE_SKIP_EMPTY_LINES);
41
42 $rdfDatafile = '/home/yoshiga/analysis/tensekiInstances.rdf';
43
44 $voc = ""; //$fieldから読み込んだ語彙
45 $vocab = array(); //$vocを配列化するための変数
46 $ins = $instr = $instrUri = "";
47 $instance = array(); //$vocを配列化するための変数
48
49 foreach ($mainField as $voc) {
50 $vocab[] = explode(',', $voc);
51 }
52
53 foreach ($csvData as $ins) {
54 $instance[] = explode(',', $ins);
55 }
56
57 $schema = '<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>'."\n";
58 $schema .= '<rdf:RDF'."\n";
59
60 //namespaceを生成する
61 foreach ($nss as $valns) {
62 $ns = explode(',', $valns);
63 $schema .= 'xmlns:'.$ns[0].'="'.$ns[1].'"'."\n";
64 }
65 #print $schema; exit;
66
67 //属性のトリプル化
68 $sentence = array();
69 $mtextarray = array();
70 $rdfDataval = $schema.">\n\n";
71
72
73 for($record=0; $record<count($csvData); $record++) {//レコード別の処理
74 $headingsPerson = "";
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75
76 //mecab解析済みデータから部品を抽出
77 $id = sql("select * from correctiondata where record = ".$record."
order by record, fieldnum, sentence, wordstart, wordend;");
78 $idParts = sql("select * from correctiondata where record = ".




81 $mainUri = $baseUrl."/".str_pad($record, 3, 0, STR_PAD_LEFT);
82 $rdfDataval .= "<rdf:Description rdf:about=\"".$mainUri."\">\n";
83 $rdfDataval .= "\t<rdf:type rdf:resource=\"".$baseUrl."#Tenseki
\"/>\n";








90 for($fn=0; $fn<count($mainField); $fn++) {
91 if ($instance[$record][$fn] != "") {
92 if ($metadata[$fn] != "") {
93 $mt = $metadata[$fn];
94 $rdfDataval .= "\t<ichibaTenseki:".$fieldNames[$fn]." rdf:
resource=\"".$baseUrl."/".str_pad($record, 3, 0,
STR_PAD_LEFT)."-".$fn."\"/>\n";
95 } else {
96 $mt = "ichibaTenseki:".$fieldNames[$fn];
97 }
98 $rdfDataval .= "\t<".$mt." rdf:resource=\"".$baseUrl."/".





103 if (pg_num_rows($idParts) > 0) {
104 for ($cp=0; $cp<pg_num_rows($idParts); $cp++) {
105 $rdfDataval .= "\t<ichibaTenseki:hasPart rdf:resource=\"".
$mainUri."/".str_pad($cp, 2, 0, STR_PAD_LEFT)."\"/>\n";
106 $rdfDataval .= "\t<ichibaTenseki:hasSubURI rdf:resource=\"".
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111 $idAllTerms = sql("select * from correctiondata where record = ".
$record." and (type = 'TFB' or type = 'Role' or type = 'Term')
order by record, fieldnum, sentence, wordstart, wordend;");
112 if (pg_num_rows($idAllTerms) > 0) {
113 for ($cu=0; $cu<pg_num_rows($idAllTerms); $cu++) {






119 if (isIchibaComment($mainUri) == true) { $rdfDataval .=
findIchibaComment($mainUri); }
120 $rdfDataval .= "</rdf:Description>\n\n";
121
122 //フィールド別の処理
123 for($fldnum=0; $fldnum<count($mainField); $fldnum++) {
124 $instr = $instance[$record][$fldnum]; //インスタンスそのもの（リテラ
ル）
125
126 if($instr == "") {
127 continue;
128 } else {
129 $instrUri = $baseUrl."/".str_pad($record, 3, 0, STR_PAD_LEFT
)."-".$fldnum;
130
131 Switch ($fldnum) {
132 //Identifier
133 case 0:
134 $rdfDataval .= "<rdf:Description rdf:about=\"".$instrUri
."\">\n";
135 $rdfDataval .= "\t<rdfs:label>".$instr."</rdfs:label>\n";
136 if (isIchibaComment($instrUri) == true) { $rdfDataval .=
findIchibaComment($instrUri); }




141 $rdfDataval .= "<rdf:Description rdf:about=\"".$mainUri
."\">\n";
142 $rdfDataval .= "\t<ichibaTenseki:hasGenre rdf:resource=\"".
$instrUri."\"/>\n";
143 $rdfDataval .= "</rdf:Description>\n\n";
144
145 $rdfDataval .= "<rdf:Description rdf:about=\"".$instrUri
."\">\n";
146 $rdfDataval .= "\t<rdfs:label>".$instr."</rdfs:label>\n";
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147 if (isIchibaComment($instrUri) == true) { $rdfDataval .=
findIchibaComment($instrUri); }







155 $rdfDataval .= "<rdf:Description rdf:about=\"".$mainUri
."\">\n";




159 $rdfDataval .= "\t<ichibaTenseki:hasMainGenre rdf:resource
=\"".$instrUri."\"/>\n";
160 $rdfDataval .= "</rdf:Description>\n\n";
161
162 //owl:samaAsを挿入（テーブル headingsから）
163 $idHeadings = sql("select * from headings where word = '".
$instr."'");
164
165 $rdfDataval .= "<rdf:Description rdf:about=\"".$instrUri
."\">\n";
166 $rdfDataval .= "\t<rdf:type rdf:resource=\"".$baseUrl."#".
$vocab[$fldnum][7]."\"/>\n";
167 if (pg_num_rows($idHeadings) > 0) {
168 for ($n=0; $n<pg_num_rows($idHeadings); $n++) {
169 $headingsGenreUri = pg_fetch_result($idHeadings, $n, '
uri');
170 $headingsGenreHeadings = pg_fetch_result($idHeadings, $n
, 'headings');
171 if ($headingsGenreUri != "") {





176 $rdfDataval .= "\t<rdfs:label xml:lang=\"ja\">".$instr."</
rdfs:label>\n";
177 if (isIchibaComment($instrUri) == true) { $rdfDataval .=
findIchibaComment($instrUri); }
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182 case 9:
183 case 10:
184 $rdfDataval .= "<rdf:Description rdf:about=\"".$mainUri
."\">\n";
185 $rdfDataval .= "\t<ichibaTenseki:hasMainTitle rdf:resource
=\"".$instrUri."\"/>\n";
186 $rdfDataval .= "</rdf:Description>\n\n";
187
188 //インスタンスそのものの記述
189 $rdfDataval .= "<rdf:Description rdf:about=\"".$instrUri
."\">\n";
190 if ($vocab[$fldnum][7] != "") {
191 $rdfDataval .= "\t<rdf:type rdf:resource=\"".$baseUrl
."#".$vocab[$fldnum][7]."\"/>\n";
192 }
193 $rdfDataval .= "\t<rdfs:label xml:lang=\"ja\">".$instr."</
rdfs:label>\n";
194 if (isIchibaComment($instrUri) == true) { $rdfDataval .=
findIchibaComment($instrUri); }





200 $idPerson = sql("
201 select * from correctiondata
202 where record = ".$record." and fieldnum = ".$fldnum." and
type = '".$fieldTypes[$fldnum]."'
203 order by record, fieldnum, sentence, wordstart, wordend;"
204 );
205
206 $rdfDataval .= "<rdf:Description rdf:about=\"".$instrUri
."\">\n";
207 if ($vocab[$fldnum][7] != "") {
208 $rdfDataval .= "\t<rdf:type rdf:resource=\"".$baseUrl
."#".$vocab[$fldnum][7]."\"/>\n";
209 }
210 $rdfDataval .= "\t<rdfs:label xml:lang=\"ja\">".$instr."</
rdfs:label>\n";
211 if (isIchibaComment($instrUri) == true) { $rdfDataval .=
findIchibaComment($instrUri); }
212 $rdfDataval .= "</rdf:Description>\n\n";
213
214 for ($i=0; $i<pg_num_rows($idPerson); $i++) {
215 $instrUri2 = pg_fetch_result($idPerson, $i, 'uri');
216 $instrPerson = pg_fetch_result($idPerson, $i, 'word');
217 $instrPersonSen = pg_fetch_result($idPerson, $i, '
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sentence');
218
219 $idOther = sql("
220 select * from correctiondata
221 where record = ".$record." and fieldnum = ".$fldnum."
and type != '".$fieldTypes[$fldnum]."'
222 and sentence = ".$instrPersonSen."
223 order by record, fieldnum, sentence, wordstart, wordend
;"
224 );
225 $instrOther = @pg_fetch_result($idOther, 0, 'word');
226 $instrOtherUri = @pg_fetch_result($idOther, 0, 'uri');
227 $instrOtherType = @pg_fetch_result($idOther, 0, 'type');
228
229 //古典籍と編著者内の人名との関係
230 $rdfDataval .= "<rdf:Description rdf:about=\"".$mainUri
."\">\n";
231 $rdfDataval .= "\t<dc:creator rdf:resource=\"".$instrUri2
."\"/>\n";
232 $rdfDataval .= "</rdf:Description>\n\n";
233
234 //owl:samaAsを挿入（テーブル headingsから）
235 $idHeadings = sql("select * from ichibaviaf where \"check
\" = 't' and ichiba = '".$instrUri2."'");
236
237 if (pg_num_rows($idHeadings) > 0) {
238 for ($k=0; $k<pg_num_rows($idHeadings); $k++) {
239 $rdfDataval .= "<rdf:Description rdf:about=\"".
$instrUri2."\">\n";
240 $rdfDataval .= "\t<rdf:type rdf:resource=\"".$baseUrl
."#".$vocab[$fldnum][7]."\"/>\n";
241 $headingsPersonUri = pg_fetch_result($idHeadings, $k,
'ndla'); //NDLA uri
242 $headingsPersonViaf = pg_fetch_result($idHeadings, $k,
'viaf');
243
244 if ($headingsPersonUri != "") {
245 $rdfDataval .= "\t<owl:sameAs rdf:resource=\"".
$headingsPersonUri."\"/>\n";
246 $rdfDataval .= "\t<owl:sameAs rdf:resource=\"".
$headingsPersonViaf."\"/>\n";
247 $idHeadingsPerson = sql("select * from headings
where uri = '".$headingsPersonUri."'");
248 if (pg_num_rows($idHeadingsPerson) > 0) {
249 $headingsPersonHeadings = pg_fetch_result(
$idHeadingsPerson, 0, 'headings');
250 $rdfDataval .= "\t<rdfs:label xml:lang=\"ja\">".
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253 if (isIchibaComment($instrUri2) == true) { $rdfDataval
.= findIchibaComment($instrUri2); }





259 if ($instrOtherUri != "") {
260 $rdfDataval .= "<rdf:Description rdf:about=\"".
$instrUri2."\">\n";
261 $rdfDataval .= "\t<ichibaTenseki:hasRole rdf:resource
=\"".$instrOtherUri."\"/>\n";
262 $rdfDataval .= "</rdf:Description>\n\n";
263
264 //ロールの記述、典拠
265 $rdfDataval .= "<rdf:Description rdf:about=\"".
$instrOtherUri."\">\n";
266
267 if ($instrOtherType == "Role") {
268 $keyRole = array_search($instrOther, $role);
269 $rdfDataval .= "\t<rdf:type rdf:resource=\"".$baseUrl




272 if ($instrOtherType == "TFB") {
273 $keyTob = array_search($instrOther, $tob);
274 $rdfDataval .= "\t<rdf:type rdf:resource=\"".$baseUrl




277 $idHeadingsRole = sql("select * from headings where word
= '".$instrOther."'");
278
279 if (pg_num_rows($idHeadingsRole) > 0) {
280 for ($l=0; $l<pg_num_rows($idHeadingsRole); $l++) {
281 $headingsRoleUri = pg_fetch_result($idHeadingsRole,
$l, 'uri');
282 if ($headingsRoleUri != "") {
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286 }
287
288 $rdfDataval .= "\t<rdfs:label xml:lang=\"ja\">".
$instrOther."</rdfs:label>\n";
289 if (isIchibaComment($instrOtherUri) == true) {
$rdfDataval .= findIchibaComment($instrOtherUri); }







297 $rdfDataval .= "<rdf:Description rdf:about=\"".$instrUri
."\">\n";
298 $rdfDataval .= "\t<rdf:type rdf:resource=\"".$baseUrl."#
Date\"/>\n";
299 $rdfDataval .= "\t<rdfs:label xml:lang=\"ja\">".$instr."</
rdfs:label>\n";
300 if (isIchibaComment($instrUri) == true) { $rdfDataval .=
findIchibaComment($instrUri); }
301 $rdfDataval .= "</rdf:Description>\n\n";
302
303 $idDate = sql("
304 select * from correctiondata
305 where record = ".$record." and fieldnum = ".$fldnum." and
type = '".$fieldTypes[$fldnum]."'
306 order by record, fieldnum, sentence, wordstart, wordend;"
307 );
308
309 if (pg_num_rows($idDate) > 0) {
310 for ($i=0; $i<pg_num_rows($idDate); $i++) {
311 $instrUri2 = pg_fetch_result($idDate, $i, 'uri');
312
313 //古典籍と刊行年との関係
314 $rdfDataval .= "<rdf:Description rdf:about=\"".$mainUri
."\">\n";
315 $rdfDataval .= "\t<dc:date rdf:resource=\"".$instrUri2
."\"/>\n";
316 $rdfDataval .= "</rdf:Description>\n\n";
317
318 $rdfDataval .= "<rdf:Description rdf:about=\"".
$instrUri2."\">\n";
319 $idDate2 = sql("select * from correctiondata where uri =
'".$instrUri2."';");
320 $idHeadingsDate = sql("select * from headings where uri
!= '' and type = '".$fieldTypes[$fldnum]."' and word
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= '".pg_fetch_result($idDate2, 0, 'word')."'");
321 if (pg_num_rows($idHeadingsDate) > 0) {
322 for ($m=0; $m<pg_num_rows($idHeadingsDate); $m++) {
323 $headingsDateUri = pg_fetch_result($idHeadingsDate,
$m, 'uri');
324 #print $headingsDateUri."\n";
325 if ($headingsDateUri != "") {





330 $rdfDataval .= "\t<rdfs:label xml:lang=\"ja\">".
pg_fetch_result($idDate2, 0, 'word')."</rdfs:label>\
n";







338 $rdfDataval .= "<rdf:Description rdf:about=\"".$instrUri
."\">\n";
339 $rdfDataval .= "\t<rdf:type rdf:resource=\"".$baseUrl."#
Date\"/>\n";
340 $rdfDataval .= "\t<rdfs:label>".$instr."</rdfs:label>\n";
341 if (isIchibaComment($instrUri) == true) { $rdfDataval .=
findIchibaComment($instrUri); }





347 $rdfDataval .= "<rdf:Description rdf:about=\"".$instrUri
."\">\n";
348 $rdfDataval .= "\t<rdf:type rdf:resource=\"".$baseUrl."#".
$vocab[$fldnum][7]."\"/>\n";
349 $rdfDataval .= "\t<rdfs:label>".$instr."</rdfs:label>\n";
350 $rdfDataval .= "\t<owl:sameAs rdf:resource=\"http://www.dl.
saga-u.ac.jp/OgiNabesima/ichiba\"/>\n";
351 if (isIchibaComment($instrUri) == true) { $rdfDataval .=
findIchibaComment($instrUri); }
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356 //上記タイプ以外の記述
357 $rdfDataval .= "<rdf:Description rdf:about=\"".$instrUri
."\">\n";
358 if ($vocab[$fldnum][7] != "") {
359 $rdfDataval .= "\t<rdf:type rdf:resource=\"".$baseUrl
."#".$vocab[$fldnum][7]."\"/>\n";
360 }
361 $rdfDataval .= "\t<rdfs:label xml:lang=\"ja\">".$instr."</
rdfs:label>\n";
362 if (isIchibaComment($instrUri) == true) { $rdfDataval .=
findIchibaComment($instrUri); }






369 $partnum = 0;
370 $partSchema = '';
371
372 for ($i=0; $i<pg_num_rows($id); $i++) {
373 if (mb_strpos(pg_fetch_result($id, $i, 'type'), 'TFB') !== false)
{
374
375 $rdfDataval .= "<rdf:Description rdf:about=\"".$mainUri."/".
str_pad($partnum, 2, 0, STR_PAD_LEFT)."\">\n";
376
377 //部品クラス名を$tobから検索
378 $keyTob = array_search(pg_fetch_result($id, $i, 'word'), $tob);
379
380 //ただしtob以外の typeの時は$tobListを参照する
381 if (mb_strpos($tobList[$keyTob], "#") !== false) {
382 $t = explode(",", $tobList[$keyTob]);
383 $typeFromKeyTob = $baseUrl.$t[1];
384 } else {




388 $rdfDataval .= "\t<owl:sameAs rdf:resource=\"".pg_fetch_result(
$id, $i, 'uri')."\"/>\n";
389 $rdfDataval .= "\t<rdf:type rdf:resource=\"".$typeFromKeyTob
."\"/>\n";
390 $rdfDataval .= "\t<dcterms:partOf rdf:resource=\"".$mainUri
."\"/>\n";
391 $rdfDataval .= "\t<ichibaTenseki:isPartOf rdf:resource=\"".
$mainUri."\"/>\n";
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392 $rdfDataval .= "\t<rdfs:label xml:lang=\"ja\">".pg_fetch_result
($id, $i, 'word')."</rdfs:label>\n";
393 $rdfDataval .= "\t<dcterms:references rdf:resource=\"".$mainUri
."-".pg_fetch_result($id, $i, 'fieldnum')."\"/>\n";
394 if (isIchibaComment($mainUri."/".str_pad($partnum, 2, 0,
STR_PAD_LEFT)) == true) { $rdfDataval .= findIchibaComment(
$mainUri."/".str_pad($partnum, 2, 0, STR_PAD_LEFT)); }
395 $rdfDataval .= "</rdf:Description>\n\n";
396
397 $idSentence = sql("select * from correctiondata where record =
".$record." and fieldnum = ".pg_fetch_result($id, $i, '
fieldnum')." and sentence = ".pg_fetch_result($id, $i, '
sentence')." order by sentence, wordstart, wordend;");
398
399 if (pg_num_rows($idSentence) > 0) {
400 for ($j=0; $j<pg_num_rows($idSentence); $j++) {
401 $partObject = "";
402 Switch (pg_fetch_result($idSentence, $j, 'type')) {
403 case 'Date':
404 $partSchema = "dc:date";
405 $typeName = 'Date';
406 $partObject = "ichibaTenseki:isCreatedInDate";
407 break;
408 case 'PNoun':
409 $partSchema = "dc:title";
410 $typeName = 'Title';
411 break;
412 case 'PNoun2':
413 $partSchema = "dc:title";
414 $typeName = 'TitleOfWork';
415 break;
416 case 'Place':
417 $partSchema = "dc:place";
418 $typeName = 'Place';
419 $partObject = "ichibaTenseki:isCreatedInPlace";
420 break;
421 case 'Person':
422 $partSchema = "dc:creator";
423 $typeName = 'Person';
424 $partObject = "ichibaTenseki:isCreatedBy";
425 break;
426 default:




431 if ($partSchema != "") {
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432 $uriToken = '';
433 $literalUriArray = array();
434 $literalUri = '';
435
436 $pattern = $mainUri."-";
437 $uriToken = str_replace($pattern, "", pg_fetch_result(
$idSentence, $j, 'uri'));
438 $literalUriArray = explode("-", $uriToken);




441 $rdfDataval .= "<rdf:Description rdf:about=\"".$mainUri
."/".str_pad($partnum, 2, 0, STR_PAD_LEFT)."\">\n";
442 $rdfDataval .= "\t<".$partSchema." rdf:resource=\"".
$literalUri."\"/>\n";
443 if ($partObject != "") { $rdfDataval .= "\t<".$partObject
." rdf:resource=\"".$literalUri."\"/>\n"; }
444 if (isIchibaComment($mainUri."/".str_pad($partnum, 2, 0,
STR_PAD_LEFT)) == true) { $rdfDataval .=
findIchibaComment($mainUri."/".str_pad($partnum, 2, 0,
STR_PAD_LEFT)); }
445 $rdfDataval .= "</rdf:Description>\n\n";
446
447 //部品の典拠
448 if ($typeName == "Person") {
449 $idHeadingsParts = sql("select * from ichibaviaf where
\"check\" = 't' and ichiba = '".$literalUri."'");
450 if (pg_num_rows($idHeadingsParts) > 0) {
451 $rdfDataval .= "<rdf:Description rdf:about=\"".
$literalUri."\">\n";
452 for ($n=0; $n<pg_num_rows($idHeadingsParts); $n++) {
453 $idHeadingsPartsHeadings = sql("select * from
headings where uri = '".pg_fetch_result(
$idHeadingsParts, $n, 'ndla')."'");
454 if (pg_num_rows($idHeadingsPartsHeadings) > 0) {
455 $tenkyoName = pg_fetch_result(
$idHeadingsPartsHeadings, 0, 'headings');
456 }
457 $tenkyoUri = pg_fetch_result($idHeadingsParts, $n, '
ndla');
458 $tenkyoUri2 = pg_fetch_result($idHeadingsParts, $n,
'viaf');
459 $rdfDataval .= "\t<rdfs:label xml:lang=\"ja\">".
$tenkyoName."</rdfs:label>\n";
460 $rdfDataval .= "\t<owl:sameAs rdf:resource=\"".
$tenkyoUri."\"/>\n";
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461 $rdfDataval .= "\t<owl:sameAs rdf:resource=\"".
$tenkyoUri2."\"/>\n";
462 }
463 if (isIchibaComment($literalUri) == true) {
$rdfDataval .= findIchibaComment($literalUri); }
464 $rdfDataval .= "</rdf:Description>\n\n";
465 }
466 } else {
467 $idHeadingsParts = sql("select * from headings where uri
!= '' and type = '".$typeName."' and word = '".
pg_fetch_result($idSentence, $j, 'word')."'");
468 if (pg_num_rows($idHeadingsParts) > 0) {
469 $rdfDataval .= "<rdf:Description rdf:about=\"".
$literalUri."\">\n";
470 for ($n=0; $n<pg_num_rows($idHeadingsParts); $n++) {
471 $tenkyoName = pg_fetch_result($idHeadingsParts, $n,
'headings');
472 $tenkyoUri = pg_fetch_result($idHeadingsParts, $n, '
uri');
473 $rdfDataval .= "\t<rdfs:label xml:lang=\"ja\">".
$tenkyoName."</rdfs:label>\n";
474 $rdfDataval .= "\t<owl:sameAs rdf:resource=\"".
$tenkyoUri."\"/>\n";
475 }
476 if (isIchibaComment($literalUri) == true) {
$rdfDataval .= findIchibaComment($literalUri); }












489 $idInnerTitle = sql("select * from correctiondata where record =
".$record." and type = 'PNoun2' order by record, fieldnum,
sentence, wordstart, wordend;");
490 if (pg_num_rows($idInnerTitle) > 0) {
491 for ($cit=0; $cit<pg_num_rows($idInnerTitle); $cit++) {
492 $rdfDataval .= "<rdf:Description rdf:about=\"".$mainUri."\">\n
";
493 $rdfDataval .= "\t<ichibaTenseki:hasInnerTitle rdf:resource
=\"".pg_fetch_result($idInnerTitle, $cit, 'uri')."\"/>\n";
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498 $idTerm = sql("select * from correctiondata where record = ".
$record." and type = 'Term' order by record, fieldnum, sentence
, wordstart, wordend;");
499 if (pg_num_rows($idTerm) > 0) {
500 for ($ct=0; $ct<pg_num_rows($idTerm); $ct++) {
501 $idTermH = sql("select * from headings where word = '".
pg_fetch_result($idTerm, $ct, 'word')."' and type = 'Term
';");
502 if (pg_num_rows($idTermH) > 0) {
503 for ($ch=0; $ch<pg_num_rows($idTermH); $ch++) {
504 $rdfDataval .= "<rdf:Description rdf:about=\"".
pg_fetch_result($idTerm, $ct, 'uri')."\">\n";
505 $rdfDataval .= "\t<owl:sameAs rdf:resource=\"".
pg_fetch_result($idTermH, $ch, 'uri')."\"/>\n";








514 $id2 = sql("select * from correctiondata where type != 'ETC' AND
type != 'UNK' order by record, fieldnum, sentence, wordstart,
wordend;");
515 for ($i=0; $i<pg_num_rows($id2); $i++) {
516 $uri = pg_fetch_result($id2, $i, 'uri');
517 $label = pg_fetch_result($id2, $i, 'word');
518 $type = pg_fetch_result($id2, $i, 'type');
519 $fieldNum = pg_fetch_result($id2, $i, 'fieldnum');
520






527 $type = $baseUrl."#".$type;
528 break;
529 case 'PNoun':
530 if ($fieldNum == 17) {
531 $type = $baseUrl."#"."TitleOfWork";
532 } else {
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537 $type = $baseUrl."#"."TitleOfWork";
538 break;
539 case 'Role':
540 $type = $baseUrl."#".'Role'.str_pad(array_search($label, $role








547 if (mb_strpos($tobList[$keyTob2], "#") !== false) {
548 $t2 = explode(",", $tobList[$keyTob2]);
549 $type = $baseUrl.$t2[1];
550 } else {









558 $rdfDataval .= "<rdf:Description rdf:about=\"".$uri."\">\n";
559 $rdfDataval .= "\t<rdf:type rdf:resource=\"".$type."\"/>\n";
560 $rdfDataval .= "\t<rdfs:label xml:lang=\"ja\">".$label."</rdfs:
label>\n";
561 if (isIchibaComment($uri) == true) { $rdfDataval .=
findIchibaComment($uri); }
562 $rdfDataval .= "</rdf:Description>\n\n";
563 }
564
565 $rdfDataval .= "<rdf:Description rdf:about=\"http://www.dl.saga-u.ac
.jp/OgiNabesima/ichiba\">\n";
566 $rdfDataval .= "\t<rdf:type rdf:resource=\"".$baseUrl."#Collection
\"/>\n";
567 $rdfDataval .= "\t<foaf:homepage rdf:resource=\"http://www.dl.saga-u
.ac.jp/OgiNabesima\"/>\n";
568 $rdfDataval .= "\t<rdfs:label xml:lang=\"ja\">市場直次郎コレクション</
rdfs:label>\n";
569 $rdfDataval .= "\t<dcterms:rightsHolder rdf:resource=\"http://www.
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lib.saga-u.ac.jp\"/>\n";
570 $rdfDataval .= "</rdf:Description>\n\n";
571
572
573 $rdfDataval .= "</rdf:RDF>\n";
574
575 //データ書き込み
576 #print $rdfDataval; exit;
577 if (is_writable($rdfDatafile)) {
578 if (!($fpw = fopen($rdfDatafile, 'wb'))) {
579 trigger_error("データ書き込みファイルを開けません。");




584 } else {
585 trigger_error("ファイルを開ける状態ではありません。");
586 }
587
588 ?>
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